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Středověký původ západního individualismu

V „The Failed Empire“ jsem tvrdil, že středověké papežství je
zodpovědné za selhání Evropy dosáhnout politické jednoty pod
německým vedením ve středověku. Nepopíral jsem, že „trvalá
absence hegemonického impéria“ a „konkurenční fragmentace moci“
měly pozitivní účinky, jak tvrdil Walter Scheidel v knize Útěk z Říma:
Selhání impéria a cesta k prosperitě.(Princeton UP, 2019).
Scheidelova 600stránková demonstrace mě nepřesvědčila, ale i
kdyby byla pravdivá, jeho teze v žádném případě neodporuje mojí.
Je to jen jiný úhel pohledu. Z pohledu dnešní světové geopolitiky
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nelze popřít, že Evropa je totální selhání a nemůže se ani začít
srovnávat nebo soutěžit s novými „civilizačními státy“, abych použil
kategorii Christophera Cokera.O tom, že papežství má chválit nebo
za to vinit, lze sotva pochybovat.
Zde budu tvrdit, že středověké papežství je zodpovědné za stvoření
moderního západního jedince, člověka bez kořenů posedlého vlastní
spásou, identitou a seberealizací. Nebudu popírat, že západní
individualismus vytvořil výjimečnou sklizeň géniů ve všech oblastech
lidské kultury a rozpoutal nebývalý výron kreativity. To je, myslím,
nepopiratelné. A možná to stálo za to. Jednoduše budu tvrdit, že
patologická – a nakažlivá – fáze, do které dnes západní
individualismus dospěl, je konečným výsledkem programu
desocializace sepsaného římským papežstvím. Vypůjčit si z
pozoruhodné knihy Josepha Henricha Nejpodivnější lidé na světě,ke
kterému se vrátím: „podkopáváním intenzivního příbuzenství
církevní politika v oblasti manželství a rodiny postupně osvobozovala
jednotlivce od odpovědnosti, závazků a výhod jejich klanů a
domů.“Po mnoho generací toto sociální inženýrství propojilo naši
jedinečně individualistickou psychologii.
Může to znít neintuitivně vinit křesťanství ze ztráty příbuzenských
svazků, protože praktikující křesťané jsou dnes obránci rodinných
hodnot na Západě. Je to kvůli paradoxu, že křesťanství je revoluční i
konzervativní. Na začátku to bylo revoluční a na konci konzervativní.
Všechna zavedená náboženství jsou konzervativní, to je jejich hlavní
společenská funkce. Ale konzervatismus západního křesťanství je o
zachování té malé příbuzenské struktury, kterou nezničilo ve své
revoluční fázi: nukleární rodinu, poslední krok před úplným sociálním
rozpadem.
Zde prezentovaná teorie se liší od té, která obviňuje křesťanství ze
zrušení bílé rasy, jejímž nejradikálnějším zastáncem byl zesnulý
Revilo Oliver (1908-1994). Napsal v Christianity and the Survival of
the West :
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Árijci po celém světě vykazují neklamné příznaky imbecility nebo latentního přání
smrti. … Nejpravděpodobnější primární příčinou je podle mého názoru křesťanství,
náboženství, které je negací života a je jakýmsi rasovým „AIDS“, které během dvou
tisíciletí postupně oslabovalo a nakonec zničilo imunitní systém naší rasy, tzn. své
vědomí své rasové identity.

S touto teorií mám dva nesouhlasy. Za prvé si myslím, že zaměření
na „rasovou identitu“ – nebo její nedostatek – je nesprávně
zaměřeno. Organická soudržnost společnosti začíná na úrovni širší
rodiny nebo klanu, a pouze pokud jsou sociální vazby na této úrovni
po dlouhou dobu narušeny, rasová identita – nebo to, co Ludwig
Gumplowicz elegantněji nazval „syngenní pocit“, ta instinktivní
důvěrnost s těmi, kteří se nám podobají – se nakonec zhroutí.
Imunitní deficit zasahuje sociální organismus na úrovni rodiny, nikoli
na úrovni rasy. Obrana důstojnosti a práv bílých lidí je cenná
politická věc, ale rasová identita je sama o sobě velmi slabým
sociálním tmelem. Myslím, že to, co potřebujeme, abychom znovu
vybudovali náš imunitní systém, je získat zpět to, co konkrétně
zničilo západní křesťanství: „intenzivní příbuzenství“ (Henrichův
termín).
Za druhé, křesťanství nevedlo ke stejnému rozpadu příbuzenství na
Východě a na Západě. Během toho, co Robert I. Moore nazval
„první evropskou revolucí“ (asi 970-1215 ), došlo na Západě ke
kvalitativnímu skoku.V dalekosáhlém projektu přetváření společnosti
řídilo papežství vytrvalý a vícesměrný útok na příbuzenské sociální
struktury římsko-germánského obyvatelstva, které řecko-slovanské
populace nesnesly ve stejné míře.
Tím nechci říct, že by východní církev byla k příbuzenstvu zvlášť
přátelská. Teoreticky je křesťanství ze své podstaty individualistické
a znehodnocuje pokrevní pouta: pouze Ježíšova krev zachraňuje a
spasení je pro jednotlivce samotného. Ale převzetí římské církve
clunianskou mnišskou stranou, která nemá v pravoslaví obdoby,
znamená, že fenomén popsaný Louisem Dumontem, normativní
účinek mimozemského jednotlivce opouštějícího rod a rodinu, byl v
římskokatolické tradici akutnější.[5]Krev byla jedinečně zředěna
katolickým křtem. To vysvětluje, proč intenzivní příbuzenství lépe
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odolávalo ve východní Evropě, zejména v jihoslovanských zemích,
kde „v devatenáctém století byly pozorovány zadrugy [rozvětvené
rodiny] čítající více než 80 lidí. Nebylo to samozřejmě pravidlem, ale
domácí skupiny o 20 až 30 členech nebyly v té době ničím
neobvyklým.“[6]
Není ale protestantismus více
individualistický než katolicismus? To určitě
je. Moderní individualismus vděčí za mnohé
luteránům a ještě více kalvinistům. Ale
protestantský individualismus mohl zapustit
kořeny pouze na sociální a psychologické
půdě, již po staletí živil katolický
individualismus. Přírůstek individualismu od
pravoslaví přes katolicismus k protestantismu
by vyžadoval zvláštní studii. Zaměřím se zde
pouze na politiku středověkého papežství
proti pokrevním svazkům a její dlouhodobé
důsledky.

Předkřesťanský společenský organismus

V celé Eurasii a na Středním východě žili naši předkřesťanští
předkové v klanových společnostech. Kromě zdrojů, o kterých se
zmiňuji v „Vyveď své mrtvé!“ na toto téma doporučuji nedávnou
knihu Guillauma Durochera The Ancient Ethnostate: Biopolitical
Thought in Classical Greece . Cituji z jeho četby homérské
antropologie:

Mezi aristokratickou vládnoucí třídou, se kterou se Homér potýká, je příbuzenství
základním základem identity a solidarity, a tedy jak osobního, tak politického
jednání. Cizí lidé jsou synonymem nejistoty a potenciálního násilí. Příbuzenství
naproti tomu znamená zděděnou podobnost a sdílenou hrdost a povinnosti vůči
vlastní linii. Mezi příbuznými existuje možnost zabezpečení. Tato bezpečnost však
existuje pouze díky síle rodinného otce, jeho domácí autority a jeho ochoty použít
násilí proti nepřátelským mimozemšťanům. … Pro Homera se identita a účel
nacházejí v rodokmenu. Člověk jedná pro své předky a své potomky.
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Stejně jako řecká společnost byla římská společnost strukturována
kolem patrilineárního klanu neboli gens. Příbuzenství bylo také
základním organizačním principem mezi Němci a Brity. Celý
indoevropský svět byl založen na rozšířených strukturách
příbuzenství. Každý člověk si byl samozřejmě vědom své vlastní
individuality (teorie o „objevení jednotlivce“ jsou jen přestrojené
literární teorie), ale hodnota připisovaná jednotlivci byla podřízena
hodnotě komunity (opak toho, co nyní definuje modernost).
Manželství bylo přirozeně základním kamenem společenské stavby.
Nikdy nešlo o to, aby se dva lidé vzali, ale o to, že dvě rodové linie
uzavřely pokrevní spojenectví tím, že si vzaly své děti – které se na
rozhodnutí mohly nebo nemusely příliš podílet.
V předkřesťanské Evropě byly sňatky uvnitř klanu běžné, jako
způsob, jak zachovat firemní majetek klanové země, kde byli
pohřbeni klanové předkové. Sňatky tchánů po smrti manžela byly
také běžné, dokonce očekávané.
Ačkoli v římských i germánských společnostech byla pravidlem
monogamie, neexistoval žádný zákaz rozvodu nebo druhého
manžela, zejména v případě neplodnosti nebo za účelem získání
mužského dědice.
Alternativní dědickou strategií byla adopce, obecně v rámci klanu. To
bylo usnadněno rozšířenou praxí pěstounské péče, to znamená
posílání dětí, aby se o ně starali strýci z matčiny strany nebo z
otcovy strany, dokud nedosáhli dospělosti (obzvláště běžné v
britských a irských společnostech).
Toto složité propojení živých bylo organizováno kolem vertikální osy
uctívání mrtvých, které nábožensky spojovalo komunity od rodinné
úrovně přes klanovou až po městskou či národní.[8]Bylo tak zásadní,
že klany, které neznaly společného předka, musely vymyslet jeden v
druhém, aby uzavřely spojenectví.
Římská kurie tyto praktiky zakázala a zničila tak tradiční klanovou
strukturu evropské společnosti. Sociální antropolog Jack Goody
zdokumentoval tento systematický útok na příbuzenství v díle The
Development of the Family and Marriage in Europe (Cambridge UP,
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1983) a nověji v The European Family: historico-antropologické eseji
(Blackwell, 2000). Harvardský profesor Joseph Henrich následoval
jeho příkladu Nejpodivnější lidé na světě. Protože Henrich není ani
historik, ani sociální antropolog, ale profesor lidské evoluční biologie,
budu se v další části spoléhat přímo na Goodyho a další zdroje, než
se vrátím k originálnějším částem Heinrichovy knihy.

„Jak církev zabránila trhu manželství“

Ve své zásadní knize Rytíř, dáma a kněz: Utváření moderního
manželství ve středověké Francii,[9] Francouzský historik Georges
Duby zdokumentoval převzetí instituce manželství západní církví,
která pracovala od vrcholů společnosti až dolů. Opravdu to začalo v
desátém století. „V severní Francii v devátém století bylo manželství
stále něčím, do čeho se kněží příliš nezapojovali. V textech není
žádná zmínka o svatebních požehnáních, s výjimkou případu
královen, kde to byl stále jen jeden prvek v rituálu korunovace.Až na
koncilu ve Veroně v roce 1184 se manželství oficiálně stalo svátostí.
Církev však již dávno předtím začala vydávat zákony o manželství a
rozhodovala o tom, které svazky jsou platné a kteří potomci jsou
legitimní. Jak ukazuje Goody: „Tím, že se církev vložila do samotné
struktury domácího života, dědictví a manželství, získala velkou
kontrolu nad základními kořeny společnosti samotné.Nová pravidla
zahrnovala následující:

Autorita rodičů a blízkých příbuzných nad sňatky mladších osob
byla snížena. Církev neschvalovala domluvené sňatky a dovolila
manželům uzavřít sňatek bez souhlasu rodičů.
Rozvod a nový sňatek byly téměř nemožné, takže nezůstalo
žádné řešení dědičnosti pro neplodná manželství. Manželství
mohlo být uzavřeno pouze vzájemným souhlasem, ale nemohlo
být rozbito ani vzájemným souhlasem.
Byla prosazována přísná monogamie a bylo odsouzeno brát si
druhé manželky nebo konkubíny.
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Sňatek s tchánem po smrti manžela/manželky, jak v Evropě, tak
na Blízkém východě, byl prohlášen za krvesmilný: podle
kanonického práva se bratr vašeho manžela stal vaším
skutečným bratrem.
Také sňatky s duchovními příbuznými (kmotrem či kmotra) byly
tabuizovány, ať už to byli pokrevní příbuzní či nikoli.
Adopce, široce praktikovaná v římském světě jako strategie
dědičnosti, se stala silně omezenou. Kanonické právo účinně
vázalo všechny formy dědictví přímo na genealogickou linii
původu.
Nejdůležitější bylo, že sňatky s pokrevními příbuznými byly
zakázány a prohibice byla postupně rozšířena až na sedmý
stupeň. Toto v podstatě tabuizované manželství mezi těmi, kteří
sdíleli jednoho nebo více ze svých 128 pra-pra-pra-pra-
prarodičů, činí svatbu ve vaší vesnici prakticky nemožným,
přinejmenším teoreticky, a v praxi to církvi poskytuje prostředky
nátlaku na šlechtické rody.
K seznamu je třeba přidat odsouzení všech způsobů uctívání
předků, nyní asimilovaných s nekromancí a uctíváním ďáblů.
Rituální vzpomínky na předky, klíč k duchovní jednotě rodin a
klanů, byly pod vlivem Augustina na Západě intenzivněji
potlačovány, zatímco ve východním pravoslaví (zejména u
srbské Slavy ) se mu podařilo do jisté míry přežít. Popsal jsem
to v „Vyveď své mrtvé!“

Postupné prosazování těchto zákonů hluboce proměnilo společnost.
Vznešeným účelem bylo rozbít klanové, kmenové a národní identity,
aby se všichni křesťané sjednotili do jedné velké milující rodiny,
přičemž každý člověk byl vytržen z linie prvotního hříchu a křtem
naroubován (neboli „znovuzrozen“) do Krista.

Ale byla tu i ekonomická pobídka. Jak říká
Jack Goody: „Zakažte blízké manželství,
odrazujte od adopce, odsuzujte polygynii,
konkubinát, rozvody a nové sňatky a 40
procent rodin nezůstane bez přímých

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slava_(tradition)
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mužských dědiců.“Když se vlastnictví
privatizovalo, mohli zůstavitelé svobodně
odkázat, cokoli chtěli, duchovním institucím
(někdy „svatému“, který je tam pohřben), a
zcizení majetku ve prospěch církve bylo
značně usnadněno. Strategie byla občas
vyjádřena explicitně:

Salvianus, biskup z Marseille z pátého století, vysvětluje,
že veškeré pozemské statky člověka k němu přicházejí
od Boha a k Bohu by se měly vrátit. I když bylo přípustné
udělat výjimku pro vlastní děti, neplatilo to pro žádné
kolaterální nebo fiktivní dědice. Ve skutečnosti mluví o
adoptovaných dětech jako o „dětech křivé přísahy“, čímž

podvádí Boha (nebo jeho církev) o to, co mu právem patřilo. Toto prohlášení zcela
jasně ukazuje, proč by tato instituce měla být zakázána v zájmu církve a spirituality.
Konfrontace s minulými praktikami je velmi explicitní a měla obrovský vliv na
budoucnost; i když později existovalo několik výjimek, zákaz byl v průběhu staletí v
celém křesťanstvu z velké části dodržován.

Bohatí lidé přirozeně potřebovali zvláště spasení, protože pro ně je
obtížnější jít do nebe než pro velblouda projít uchem jehly. Svůj
problém mohli vyřešit tím, že by své bohatství dali církvi. Nechyběly
svaté modely k napodobování. Vezměme si případ svatého Paulina
z Noly, římského aristokrata, který se v roce 394 rozhodl řídit se
Ježíšovou radou a získat pro sebe „poklady v nebi“ tím, že se vzdá
veškerého svého rodinného jmění. Jen málo šlechticů následovalo
příklad svatého Paulina úplně. Většina preferovala zůstat bohatý
celý život a odlehčit svou duši až na prahu smrti, ale ne tak, aby
vydědil své děti. Vévoda z Akvitánie ve své zakládací listině opatství
Cluny prohlásil, že jednal „pro mou vlastní bezpečnost“ a „pro zisk
mé duše,[14]
Obchodním spasením se církev stala největším vlastníkem půdy v
Evropě. „Na konci dvanáctého století,“ píše Robert Moore, „kostely
držely možná jednu třetinu obdělávané půdy v severní Francii a
pravděpodobně asi polovinu v jižní Francii a Itálii.“[15]Na rozdíl od
každého jiného majetku byl církevní majetek (v držení jakékoli
duchovní instituce, jako jsou biskupství nebo kláštery) nezcizitelný:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/295717040X/
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na koncilu v Lyonu v roce 1274 zakázal Řehoř IX. darování, prodej,
výměnu ( permutatio ) a trvalý pronájem ( emphyteusis ) církevního
majetku .[16]Nezcizitelnost znamená, že církev je korporací, která
nepodléhá smrti – přesně tím, čím se klany snažily být, než
křesťanství prohlásilo, že pouze jednotlivci a církev jsou věčné
bytosti.
Prosazování celibátu v církvi gregoriánskými reformátory přispělo k
tomu, že církevní majetek byl nezcizitelný, jak vysvětlil historik Henry
Charles Lea ve svém Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the
Christian Church (1867):

Církev denně dostávala obrovské přírůstky majetku díky zbožné horlivosti svých
bohatých členů, pokání na smrtelné posteli zoufalých hříšníků a velkorysosti císařů
a prefektů, zatímco snahy dosáhnout nezcizitelnosti jejího majetku pocházejí z
raného období. . Jeho akvizice, ať už skutečné nebo osobní, byly samozřejmě
vystaveny mnohem většímu riziku zchátralosti, když duchovní, kteří měli na starosti
jeho široce rozptýlené bohatství, měli rodiny, o jejichž obstarání se dalo očekávat,
že přirozená rodičovská starost převáží nad smyslem pro povinnost při plnění.
důvěra se jim svěřila. Nejjednodušším způsobem odvrácení nebezpečí by se tedy
mohlo zdát zbavení církevníka případů otcovství a přerušením všech rodinných a
příbuzenských vazeb, zavázat je úplně a navždy k církvi a k   ní samotné. Tento
motiv… byl v pozdějších dobách otevřeně uznán a nepochybně sloužil jako
závažný argument v myslích těch, kteří naléhali a zajistili přijetí kánonu.

Po pravdě řečeno, nejhorlivější papežové a kardinálové nebyli těmi
nejpříkladnějšími. Daleko od toho, aby byli odtrženi od rodinných
vazeb, nahradili občasnou simonii institucionálním nepotismem. Pro
drtivou většinu římských baronských rodin, píší Sandro Carocci a
Marco Vendittelli, „hybnou sílu, určující faktor velikosti rodiny je
třeba... právem hledat v nepotismu příbuzného zvoleného do Sacred
College nebo do papežské důstojnosti. “ Inocent III. (1198-1216)
vybudoval jmění rodu Conti a právě „brutálnímu nepotismu Bonifáce
VIII. (1294-1303)“ vděčí rodina Caetani za svůj raketový vzestup. "V
lukrativním umění hromadění beneficií přirozeně vynikali příbuzní
papežů a kardinálů."

DIVNÝ mozek
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Nyní se vracím k oceňované knize Josepha Henricha Nejpodivnější
lidé na světě (Farrar, Strauss a Giroux, 2020) , která, k mému
překvapení, shledala mimořádně bohatou, s množstvím studií
dokumentujících příčinné souvislosti mezi náboženskou historií,
intenzita příbuzenství a psychologie. Jak možná víte, Henrich
vymyslel zkratku WEIRD, aby znamenal „bílí, evropští, průmysloví,
bohatí a demokratičtí“, a aby zároveň zdůraznil, že navzdory své
tendenci považovat se za normu jsou lidé ze Západu výjimka, stojící
v průměru na jednom konci škály holismus-individualismus:

Na rozdíl od většiny dnešního světa a většiny lidí, kteří kdy žili, jsme my DIVÍ lidé
vysoce individualističtí, posedlí sami sebou, orientovaní na kontrolu, nekonformní a
analytickí. Zaměřujeme se na sebe – na naše vlastnosti, úspěchy a aspirace – na
naše vztahy a sociální role. Naším cílem je být „sami sebou“ napříč kontexty a
nekonzistence druhých vnímat spíše jako pokrytectví než flexibilitu. … Vidíme sami
sebe jako jedinečné bytosti, ne jako uzly v sociální síti, která se táhne prostorem a
zpět v čase.

Naše jedinečná psychologie je produktem naší jedinečné kulturní
historie. A nedávný výzkum ukazuje, že „nemůžete oddělit ‚kulturu‘
od ‚psychologie‘ nebo ‚psychologii‘ od ‚biologie‘, protože kultura
fyzicky přepojuje naše mozky, a tím formuje, jak přemýšlíme.“Nejen

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Catholics-LG-5.jpg
https://www.amazon.com/WEIRDest-People-World-Psychologically-Particularly-ebook/dp/B07RZFCPMD
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to, co si myslíme, ale jak si myslíme a cítíme svět a sebe. Žádný
kulturní faktor nemá hlubší a trvalejší vliv na naši kolektivní psychiku
než struktura příbuzenských skupin:

Povaha příbuzenských institucí ovlivňuje to, jak přemýšlíme o sobě, o svých
vztazích, motivacích a emocích. Zasazením jednotlivců do hustých, vzájemně
závislých a zděděných sítí sociálních vazeb regulují intenzivní příbuzenské normy
chování lidí jemnými a silnými způsoby. Tyto normy motivují jednotlivce, aby bedlivě
sledovali sebe a členy své vlastní skupiny, aby se ujistili, že všichni zůstanou v
souladu. Často také poskytují starším značnou autoritu nad mladšími členy.
Úspěšná orientace v těchto typech sociálních prostředí podporuje konformitu s
vrstevníky, úctu k tradičním autoritám, citlivost vůči studu a orientaci na kolektiv
(např. klan) nad sebou samým.

Henrich poskytuje měřitelné důkazy o tom, jak „demontáž
intenzivního příbuzenství církve ve středověké Evropě neúmyslně
dotlačila Evropany a později populace na jiných kontinentech k
podivnější psychologii“.[22]Studie provedené Henrichovým vlastním
výzkumným týmem a dalšími ukazují pozoruhodnou vytrvalost v této
příčině: „Čím déle byla populace vystavena západní církvi, tím slabší
jsou její rodiny a podivnější jsou dnes její psychologické
vzorce.“[23]Nejvýznamnějším efektem je posun od „interpersonální“
k „neosobní prosociálnosti“:

neosobní prosociálnost je o principech spravedlnosti, nestrannosti, poctivosti a
podmíněné spolupráci v situacích a kontextech, kdy jsou mezilidské vazby a
členství ve skupině považovány za zbytečné nebo dokonce irelevantní. Ve světech
ovládaných neosobními kontexty jsou lidé závislí na anonymních trzích, pojištění,
soudech a dalších neosobních institucích namísto velkých vztahových sítí a
osobních vazeb. Neosobní trhy tak mohou mít dvojí vliv na naši sociální
psychologii. Zároveň snižují naši mezilidskou prosociálnost v rámci našich skupin a
zvyšují naši neosobní prosociálnost vůči známým a neznámým lidem.

Paradoxně, rozpad katolické hegemonie v moderní době urychlil
mentální transformaci Evropy směrem k většímu individualismu, a to
zvýšením posvátné hodnoty jednotlivce. Protestantismus se choval
jako „podpora mnoha DIVNÝCH psychologických vzorců“,
[25]protože zdůrazňoval, že „všichni lidé mají povolání – svobodně
zvolené povolání nebo povolání – které jedinečně odpovídá jejich
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zvláštním vlastnostem a nadání“.[26]Studie potvrzují, že „protestanti
se více než katolíci zaměřují na vnitřní stavy, přesvědčení, pocity a
sklony lidí“.[27]
Mezi faktory, které přispěly k rozpadu intenzivního příbuzenství,
Heinrich trvá na tom, že církev prosazuje extrémní normy exogamie:

vezměte v úvahu, že někdo, kdo by v 11. století hledal manžela/manželku, by
musel teoreticky vyloučit v průměru 2 730 bratranců a sestřenic a potenciálně 10
000 celkem příbuzných jako kandidáty, včetně dětí, rodičů a pozůstalých manželů
všech těchto sestřenic. V moderním světě s rušnými milionovými městy bychom
takové zákazy snadno zvládli. Ale ve středověkém světě roztroušených farem,
intimních vesnic a malých měst by tyto zákazy donutily lidi oslovit široko daleko,
aby našli křesťanské cizince z jiných komunit, často z různých kmenových nebo
etnických skupin. Tyto účinky byly, tuším, nejsilněji pociťovány ve středních
ekonomických vrstvách, mezi těmi, které byly dostatečně úspěšné na to, aby si jich
Církev všimla, ale nebyly dostatečně silné, aby využívaly úplatkářství nebo jiný vliv
k obcházení pravidel. Tak, MFP [Církevní program pro manželství a rodinu]
pravděpodobně nejprve rozpustil intenzivní příbuzenství ze středu směrem ven.
Evropské elity by byly tou poslední rezervou, protože MFP tiše a systematicky
reorganizovala sociální strukturu pod nimi.

Srovnávací studie ukazují, že každé století vystavení západní církve
snižuje míru sňatků sestřenic téměř o 60 procent,[29]a podle studie
provedené v italských provinciích v roce 1995 „čím nižší je výskyt
sňatků sestřenice a sestřenice v provincii, tím vyšší je míra
dobrovolného darování krve cizím lidem“ (silný ukazatel neosobní
prosociálnosti).[30]"Lidé ze zemí s vyšší mírou sňatků sestřenice a
sestřenice odhalují holistický styl myšlení."[31]
Mimochodem, je snadné pochopit, proč jsou
islámské komunity na rozdíl od křesťanských
více celostní a interpersonální. Jak to shrnuje
Thomas Glick v islámském a křesťanském
Španělsku v raném středověku : „Islám
poskytl rámec, který legitimizoval kmenové
hodnoty a dal jim náboženský význam;
Křesťanství mělo tendenci pracovat opačným
směrem, spíše k rozvoji mezilidských než
meziskupinových vazeb.Sňatky mezi
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bratranci a sestřenicemi prvního stupně jsou
v islámu stále velmi běžné. Každý v Evropě
vidí, že arabské a muslimské komunity jsou
stále velmi příbuzné a hluboce pohrdají
našimi individualistickými hodnotami. A každý
cítí rostoucí sebedůvěru, kterou získává díky
své pevné soudržnosti, když se na nás dívá
jako na ubohé jedince plovoucí v nerozlišené
tekutině dekadence.
Joseph Henrich má zásluhu na tom, že
zpochybňuje západní etnocentrismus a
poukazuje na „podivnost“ našeho
hodnotového systému. Ale ačkoli nevyjadřuje žádné sympatie ke
katolické církvi, má většinou pozitivní hodnocení druhu
individualismu, který vyvolala. Nepozastavuje se nad jeho vysokými
náklady, jak pro Západ, tak pro zbytek. Oslabením příbuzenské
solidarity podle něj církev vytvořila potřeby a příležitosti pro nové
formy solidarity, spolupráce a partnerství: „Samotná myšlenka, že
člověk může jednat svobodně, nezávisle na svých klanech,
příbuzenstvech nebo liniích, uzavírat sociálně izolované dohody.
(smlouvy) předpokládá neobvykle individualistický svět neosobní
směny.“[33]„Celkově je spontánní vznik a šíření dobrovolných
organizací schopných samosprávy a samoregulace – jak dokládají
charterová města, kláštery, cechy a univerzity – jedním z
charakteristických znaků evropské populace druhého tisíciletí.[34]
Uvolnění rodinné loajality také vedlo k novým koncepcím vlády: „lidé
začali uvažovat o pojmech individuálních práv, osobních svobod,
právního státu a ochrany soukromého vlastnictví“.To je zapouzdřeno
v Americké deklaraci nezávislosti: „Považujeme tyto pravdy za
samozřejmé, že všichni lidé jsou stvořeni sobě rovni, že jsou
obdařeni svým Stvořitelem jistými nezcizitelnými právy, mezi něž
patří život, svoboda a hon za štěstím." Zde Henrich komentuje:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0996143041/
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z pohledu většiny lidských společenství není samozřejmá představa, že každý
člověk má vrozená práva nebo privilegia oddělená od jejich sociálních vztahů nebo
dědictví. A z vědeckého hlediska nebyla dosud zjištěna žádná „práva“ skrývající se
v naší DNA nebo jinde. Tato myšlenka se prodává, protože apeluje na konkrétní
kulturní psychologii.

Abych to řekl otevřeněji, tato abstraktní myšlenka je zcela oddělena
od antropologické reality a konkrétní kulturní psychologie, která ji
podporuje, je nebezpečně klamná. Nemluvě o do očí bijícím
pokrytectví psát takové vyznání víry a přitom zbavovat původní
Američany jejich přirozených práv na půdu jejich předků a dovážet
africké otroky, aby podpořili honbu bílých mužů za štěstím. Spojené
státy byly založeny ve lži, která je znovu pronásleduje.
K čemu bychom přirovnali Divný západ? Na kus země přinášející
zázračnou úrodu, která zanechala jeho antropologickou půdu
neplodnou a toxickou? Nebo třeba nadopovanému sportovci či
umělci, který nyní musí za svůj úspěch zaplatit zdravím. Není
pochyb o tom, že téměř nadlidský nárůst energie a kreativity, který
Západ získal díky svému křesťansky inspirovanému individualismu,
přišel s vysokou cenou. Byli jsme vysoko, ale nyní začínáme
pociťovat abstinenční příznaky. A možná i nevratné poškození
mozku. Antropologická realita (jinak známá jako lidská přirozenost)
dohání. Postavili jsme nový svět, ale nyní zjišťujeme, že nás jako
lidské bytosti dekonstruoval.
Je ale skutečně spravedlivé vinit křesťanství z konečného stádia
našeho individualismu? Ne. Křesťanství například nikdy
nepodporovalo záměnu mužského a ženského pohlaví (ačkoli nikdy
nevysvětlovalo rozdíl mezi mužskou a ženskou duší, což mohlo být
užitečné). Naše nemoc je způsobena útoky cizí, nekřesťanské elity.
Napsal jsem na toto téma více než na kterékoli jiné. Ale proto
potřebujeme náš imunitní systém. Přirozeným imunitním systémem
zdravé společnosti nikdy nebyla „rasová identita“, ale genealogická
identita, která má jak vertikální dimenzi (rodová linie), tak
horizontální dimenzi (příbuzenství). A upřímně řečeno, západní
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křesťanství, přesněji středověké papežství, je vinno za zničení tohoto
imunitního systému, jak vertikálně, tak horizontálně, záměrně a
systematicky.
Představme si křesťanskou otázku jako odvrácenou stranu židovské
otázky, chcete-li: Jak křesťanství oslabilo náš krevní instinkt a
nahlodalo naši příbuznou sociální strukturu, a tím nás učinilo
naprosto zranitelnými vůči manipulaci a nadvládě těch největších
intenzivně příbuzensky založení lidé. Pokud my ze Západu tuto
otázku pokorně neuvažujeme, budeme i nadále dláždit cestu do
pekla našim dětem ve jménu Ježíše nebo demokracie. Intenzivní
příbuzenství, navrhuji, je jediný způsob, jak přežít. Jak? Jsem lepší v
teorii než v praxi, takže tuto otázku nechám na jiných. Ale jedna věc
je jistá: manželství bylo, je a vždy bude základním kamenem
společenské stavby.
Jo, a mimochodem, buď katolík, jak chceš, pokud to pomůže tvé
rodině a tvému   klanu. Pomohlo to Kennedyovým, nejhrdinštější
rodině v americké historii. „Joseph P. Kennedy vytvořil ve svém
životě jednu velkou věc, a tou byla jeho rodina,“ napsal Laurence
Leamer v Sons of Camelot . „Joe učil, že krev vládne a že si musí
navzájem důvěřovat a vydat se do nebezpečného světa plného zrad
a nejistoty, vždy se vracet do útočiště rodiny.
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1. June 4, 2023 at 8:50 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Individualism is a lie.

First, individualism has value only among the gifted.
Individualism of mediocrity is nothing.

 A great scientist makes a difference as an individual. Most no-
talents make no difference, no matter how individualistic they
are.

Also, as most people lack a strong sense of independence, their
individualism never amounts to autonomy and agency. As weak
individualism, they just fall under the sway of bigger forces.

 Most individuals haven’t the spine of the fictional Howard Roark.
Not the vision and resolve.

The Sixties revolution supposedly liberated the boomers into
individualism, but we’ve seen just masses of morons swayed
this way and that by the controllers of fashion.

How did globo-homo spread? Did all those individuals
independently decided to celebrate sodomy as rainbow? No, as
weak individuals, they just went along.

Individualism was supposed to liberate the person from the clan
or tribe but merely made him into a cog of the machine.

• Agree: Gvaltar, follyofwar
• Disagree: Zumbuddi
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2. Vergissmeinnicht says:
June 4, 2023 at 9:00 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Yes… the Catholic Church, consciously or not, made Whites
become the most individualistic people on Earth by banning
Cousin Marriage – and, in turn, paved the way to Capitalism (as
Capitalism can only exist if you trust non-kin).

I think that’s brilliant, really.

Would you rather be from a collectivist race, like the Afghanis
and Pakistanis‽ In fact, like every other race in this World…

I propose to call out any White Nationalist who favours Statism,
Fascism or Socialism an “honorary Brown person”.

• Thanks: Dr.Pepper
• Replies: @Reg Cæsar, @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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3. Reg Cæsar says:
June 5, 2023 at 12:50 am GMT • 2.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

Marriages between first-degree cousins are still very common within Islam.

As are fused fingers and extra thumbs. I met a couple of
Somalis with these traits. The latter’s friends called him “Six”,
and one informed me that in their culture, such minor deformities
were considered a sign of good luck.

The other fused-fingers individual I came across was a young
Amish woman waiting in a terminal. She was knitting. This was
about 30 years ago, just as this group was starting to take the
geneticists’ advice to marry farther [sic] afield.

A bit too late for her, but likely the reason she was in the terminal
in the first place. I saw another young Amishman, with a group
of young adults, negotiate a cab fare between Greyhound and
Amtrak in Chicago. (Cabbies hate short fares like this, so they
probably promised him a generous tip.) Gotta visit Mom and Dad
in Indiana and Oma and Opa in Pennsylvania.

By the way, Jews can marry their nieces in Rhode Island, a
colonial-era dispensation that survives to this day. (See the NY
supreme court case Matter of May.] Whether they can marry
their nephews after 2015 is a question I don’t think has been
explored.

• Replies: @Dutch Boy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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4. Reg Cæsar says:
June 5, 2023 at 1:01 am GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Vergissmeinnicht

banning Cousin Marriage…

I think that’s brilliant, really.

Some race realist writing in American Renaissance (perhaps it
was Richard Lynn) defended polygamy among the Bushmen of
Namibia as eugenic. In the very last paper issue of that organ,
classicist E Christian Kopff fired off a letter condemning the idea
as barbarian, in the literal sense, using the rise of the Romans
as a counter-example.

You are acting in Prof Kopff’s tradition. Let the wogs keep their
incestuous ways.

Would you rather be from a collectivist race, like the Afghanis…

Afghans. They don’t get the -i. which is a feature, not a bug.

• Replies: @Vergissmeinnicht
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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5. Fidelios Automata says:
June 5, 2023 at 2:04 am GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Banning first-cousin marriage was a good idea from a eugenic
standpoint. The practice significantly depresses the IQ of Sunni
Arab nations. Beyond that level of consanguinity it doesn’t
matter all that much. And marrying one’s in-laws after the death
of the spouse? The Hebrews saw that as a duty, and I don’t
disagree.

 Discouraging (i.e. penalizing) divorce is healthy for families but
prohibiting it altogether was one of the stupidest and most
inhumane of the basic principles of Christianity, being
propounded by Jesus himself. One of the reasons that though I
admire this man, I cannot revere him.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Fidelios+Automata
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6. June 5, 2023 at 3:43 am GMT • 2.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑

Oh, and by the way, be as Catholic as you want, if it helps your family and
your clan. It helped the Kennedys, the most heroic family in American history.

JFK, et al. and Kennedy heroism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_P._Kennedy_Jr. and
(American) patriotism were not a product of Catholic (religious)
teachings but of Episcopalian/Huguenot Choate: “George Clair
St. John (1877–1966), Harvard class of 1902 and aged 31 in the
fall of 1908, had grown up on a farm in Hoskins Station,
Connecticut. He was an ordained Episcopal priest.” –
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choate_Rosemary_Hall#Early_year
s

GEORGE C. ST. JOHN OF CHOATE IS DEAD; Headmaster’s
40-Year Rule Raised School to Fame

 https://www.nytimes.com/1966/01/20/archives/george-c-st-john-
of-choate-is-dead-headmasters-40year-rule-raised.html or
https://archive.is/6nmtv

JFK’s iconic speech inspired by ex-headmaster?
 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jfks-iconic-speech-inspired-by-

ex-headmaster/ or https://archive.is/Va2W8

A notebook where the Choate School headmaster kept fodder for his sermons
included a quote from a Harvard University dean who wrote: “The youth who
loves his Alma Mater will always ask, not `What can she do for me?’ but
`What can I do for her?”‘

Kennedy, who sat through the chapel sermons as a teenager in the 1930s,
used similar language when he called the nation to service in his 1961
inauguration address.

Why Did the Huguenot Refugees in the American Colonies
Become Episcopalian?

 https://www.jstor.org/stable/42973795 or
https://archive.is/HWANI

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_P._Kennedy_Jr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choate_Rosemary_Hall#Early_years
https://www.nytimes.com/1966/01/20/archives/george-c-st-john-of-choate-is-dead-headmasters-40year-rule-raised.html
https://archive.is/6nmtv
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jfks-iconic-speech-inspired-by-ex-headmaster/
https://archive.is/Va2W8
https://www.jstor.org/stable/42973795
https://archive.is/HWANI
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The legacy of the Huguenots in London – BBC London
News

 “According to one estimate, one in every six Britons has some
Huguenot [blood].” – https://archive.is/i0mud#selection-1997.0-
1997.79

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/wa5-9ISYigQ

Fading Whispers of Light – Documentary about the
Huguenots

 “The film searches for traces and comes to sobering
conclusions: Never in the history of the world has total unity
led to peace, but to the violent oppression of minorities. The
ongoing effort to dissolve all borders contradicts the Bible and
indicates that humanity is drifting into a final, violent conflict.”

 

https://archive.is/i0mud#selection-1997.0-1997.79
https://youtu.be/wa5-9ISYigQ
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/kMnGzLeaG5o

https://youtu.be/kMnGzLeaG5o
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7. KenR says:
June 5, 2023 at 3:52 am GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
If Numa Denis Fustel de Colanges can be believed, he
reconstructs vestiges of the ancient Indo-European religion quite
nicely in his influential work, The Ancient City. This ancient
religion was originally 100% about ancestor and clan worship. Its
destruction has been a historical arc that has spanned millennia,
and the medieval Church appears as but one player in a very
long saga, and neither the first nor last but somewhere from
whence it emerges as maybe the earliest player on your fuller
historical record.

The death warrant for the family and clan worship was written in
pre-history. Such worship was already doomed and on the outs
by the time of Augustus, when the Lares and Penates lingered in
households more and more a curios. “These were minor pagan
gods,” they teach us in schoolrooms. The gods of the cities had
already overtaken them, and it was just a matter of time. But in
earlier ages only dimly seen, as Fustel de Coulanges explores,
the Lares and Penates were not minor, nor were the duties and
rites to the dead. They were central to how the hearths of the
land functioned and maintained.

M. Terentius Varro: “the Penates are those through whom we
breathe in our inner core (penitus), through whom we have a
body, through whom we possess a rational mind.” (Doesn’t that
sound like a bit of a “individualistic” take, too?)

• Thanks: Zumbuddi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

8. Priss Factor says:
Wheaks and whummies
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9. Unintended Consequence says:
June 5, 2023 at 4:45 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
This article is a fascinating overview of individualism vs
collectivism. I’ve also been thinking about families and their
disintegration lately. Many factors seem to play a part: conflict,
divorce, ambition. Socialization within a family may be the most
important consideration, however; if children aren’t instructed to
look after their kin, they likely won’t place an emphasis on family
ties. Since Westerners mostly don’t seriously consider their duty
to family, it’s certainly possible to strengthen kinship bonds just
by teaching children that blood relations matter. Beneficial
results should follow without the need for dysgenic marriages
with close relatives. An analysis of evolutionary
biology/anthropology can be instructive, but I don’t think it’s wise
or possible to just revert especially when the more primitive way
is now foreign.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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10. Anymike says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:22 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
There is a lot to unpack here, but the final stage of the
disassembly of traditional structures is meritocracy. Meritocracy
is one of the those cloying ideas that seems at first to make
sense but really doesn’t. The great flaw of the meritocratic idea
is that it deprives the individual of a birthright. Now, birthright to
the modernist mind is one of those terrifying ideas which seems
at first to make no possible sense. A person without a birthright,
though, is someone who has no protection whatsoever against
adversity and misfortune and no right to a place in society. If all
were born into a truly level playing field, maybe meritocracy
would make some sense. Otherwise, most of the time
meritocracy is not much more than crass social Darwinism
masquerading as fairness.

How wide can the application of meritocracy be anyway? My
thought is, not very. For some great number of jobs and careers,
there are no real qualifications needed for the entry level, just
some level of aptitude and a desire or a sense of vocation for
that kind of work. For others, a high level of natural aptitude is as
valuable or more valuable than some specific credential.

The concept of meritocracy might have some application to
baseball or the highest and most specialized levels of
engineering. Or maybe theoretical physics. What does
meritocracy have to do with who can fill some ordinary public job
or who is most qualified to teach English at the local community
college? Beyond some basic qualifications that many people
might have, the answer is, nothing.

But I have digressed. Most of what we call meritocracy is a
cover for guild interest. Even when people outside of the social
milieu guild members usually come from are admitted, the fact
that they are admitted only after jumping over certain hurdles
specified as meritocratic still reinforces the guild structure.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Anymike
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Better to have guilds right out in the open, where the rest of us
can see them.

• Replies: @che guava
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
11. Laurent Guyénot says:

June 5, 2023 at 6:52 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Fidelios Automata

Banning first-cousin marriage was a good idea from a eugenic standpoint.

Probably, and apparently I should have stated clearly that I am
not advocating first-cousin marriage. Perhaps they are not that
common anyway in today’s muslim communities. I’ll have to
check.

prohibiting divorce altogether was one of the stupidest and most inhumane of
the basic principles of Christianity

Agreed too. But divorce and remariage are permitted in
Orthodoxy, though discouraged.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Laurent+Guy%C3%A9not
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12. Dumbo says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:51 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
First of all, Catholicism, like all religions, is primarily concerned
with spiritual matters, not with some kind of materialistic mumbo
jumbo about “consciousness of racial identity”, something that
doesn’t even make much sense, and surely is not enough to
base one’s society and morals on.

Materialists, Nietzschiests, psycho-evo and Darwinists cannot
understand any of it, because they don’t see anything besides
matter. That’s why they use pseudo-scientific analogies such as
“Immune-deficiency” and “viruses”, because it’s the only way
they can understand anything.

(although it never explained the difference between a male soul and a female
soul, which might have been helpful)

I’m not so well read in such matters, but I think there’s a lot of
discussion at least from Aquinas onwards about it. From what I
understand, there is no difference between a “male and a female
soul”, but since the soul is indissoluble from the body (the soul is
the form and the body is the matter, or the human body is the
actualization of the soul), there is an obvious difference between
males and females that is more than just merely biological.
Again, not that I’m well read in such matters, but Guyenot’s
mocking tone is stupid and unmerited, because it actually is
something that the Church doctors thought deeply about.

Oh, and by the way, be as Catholic as you want, if it helps your family and
your clan.

Again, this is not the main reason one becomes (or belongs) to
any religion, although it is part of it. (Well, perhaps it is like this
for Jews, whose religion appears to be just about belonging to
an exclusive race/clan. Perhaps “white nationalists” should
convert to Judaism?)

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dumbo
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13. PetrOldSack says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:58 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor

First, individualism has value only among the gifted. Individualism of
mediocrity is nothing.

Pertinent, and in support of the article?!

Intensive kinship, I suggest, is the only way to survival.

…accordingly, not for the gifted, sorting outliers into “artificial
kinship” is [should lead to quality requirements for our elites, and
larger society].

The natural immune system of a healthy society has never been “racial
identity,” but genealogical identity, which has both a vertical dimension
(lineage) and a horizontal dimension (kinship).

Racial identity is the extension of genealogical identity, vertical
and horizontal dimensions included?!

Our times require procedures of sorting that include the facet of
Christianity [i am not at all in favor of religious existing models,
including consumerism, identity politics], a “clergy” that
disconnects from kinship on universal values, “Noblesse oblige”
[meritocracy, not structured Vatican nothing-ness].

Our elites, are sorted on the principle of obedience to, and
dependency of the Jewish elites. Easily manipulated [whores as
Scholtz, Sunak, Stoltenberger, Michel Francois, van der Leyen].
So indeed Christianity over ten centuries could be the root
cause.

Royal families marrying into one another on the principle of mere
opportunism, as clans in pre-Christian Europe did, and do, does
not select for individual qualities [Prince Harry as an expression
of dull], and weakened the elites into what they are today, a

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=PetrOldSack
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towel wrapped around the feet of elite Jewry. Well deserved,
innocent and ignorant, but originating the social problems at
hand today.

The criteria of kinship are as important, or more then kinship in
itself. Nature provides less of selection criteria [mortality, birth],
so the responsible individual and structured aligned groups
should step in and fill the void. “Antropocene” is not yet fully
understood.

Thanks for the above average piece, a relief in the line-up of
drab.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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14. one nobody says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:05 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
In America individualism was sold to convince people to leave
their families and bolt towards what has become Californica. A
place where everybody smiles but no one can keep a family or
marriage together. All that is needed is a working stiff, a gay
man, a lesbian anyone without a family. Families cost
businesses money, and men with families require raises as
offspring require more expenses.

 In the early seventies, worker salaries and benefits froze and
instead the working class was given the faggy disco with the
tight Jordash jeans with the embroidered back pockets. Added
to that, the open shirt with the gold chain and the Supercuts
replaced the barber.

 Workers worked all week, went to the disco on Saturday night
and couldn’t wake up in time for Sunday mass. Then liquor sales
where allowed on Sunday to make sure one never went to
church on Sunday.

 Where does family, Mom and Dad and calling siblings in different
states fit in this busy schedule of work hard, play hard? Alone,
One thought of no one else until One need help and found out
no connections or alliances.

 We are all guilty to a degree to be stupid enough to forget the
value of debt free land and family in a storm. Soon we might be
forced to learn this lesson.

• Agree: follyofwar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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15. Incisive One says:
Just another schizophrenic, denying masses of actual history, in
order to concot a rewritten history.  Chock-full of Straw Man
arguments and re–framing things as something it was
not.  Pseudo-academic porcine excreta.

Ultimately, it is an attack on Christianity, an attack on God.

Kill it with fire.

• Agree: A. Clifton, Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
16. anon[214] • Disclaimer says:

@Vergissmeinnicht
Capitalism Socialism can only exist if you trust non-kin? Are you
saying centralization/central planning/collectivism is
individualistic?

• Replies: @Vergissmeinnicht
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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17. Brosi says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:45 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
In the valleys of the Alps the locals lived in isolation from many
trends that proliferated in the lowlands.

It is quite common in these valleys for a handful of family names
to predominate, like a mideveal clans. Fortunately for the people
in these remote valleys, they never learned English and
therefore were immune from much of the Judeo-Saxon Talmudic
mind control grid.

Up until the proliferation of high speed internet these valleys
had, and to a certain degree still have, numerous clubs where
families have been socially active for generations. Many of the
restaurants in these villages have a so called “Stammtisch”
where not only do respected locals congregate, but on the walls
will be photographs and awards from past generations for things
like climbing, shooting or other sports. This doesn’t rise to the
level of Roman ancestor veneration, but it does foster a certain
respect for heritage.

It goes without saying that the inhabitants of these towns and
villages exhibit a certain degree of standoffishness to strangers
and “lowlanders”.

Both of my wife’s parents arrived in California as immigrants and
were naturalized. Her father was a “lowlander”, and her mother
was from a small town in the alps. Her father would always call
her mother a “hillbilly” and make snide remarks about the
inbreeding that went on back at the beginning of the last century.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. Multiculti Madness says:
June 5, 2023 at 9:21 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

“How the Church Preempted the Marriage Market”

Just watched a lecture by a Jew “anarchist”, who was “a brilliant
humanist”. I can’t make much sense of his “ideas”; they lack any
coherence. Apart from his now and then weird laughter. On the
other hand, one has to give him credit for a certain detail:

Graeber, who was Jewish, also defended Corbyn from accusations of
antisemitism, saying that “What actually threatens Jews, the people who
actually want to kill us, are Nazis [sic!]”, and that the allegations represented a
“weaponization” of antisemitism for political purposes.

Very confusing his wife’s explanation of his death. She actually
believes in a “connection with Covid”. I would be more interested
to know if it was not rather the “vaccination”, or was this not yet
on the market at that time? https://www.patreon.com/posts/my-
opinion-on-of-42824424

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/K0t50D4lQrs

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. Laurent Guyénot says:
June 5, 2023 at 9:25 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Dumbo
I sympathize with your reaction in defense of Catholicism. I am
only here dealing with the papacy’s social engineering. There
are many other aspects to Catholicism, and, as you surely must
agree, popes are sometimes a problem.

 Regarding the question of male vs female soul, I don’t think saint
Thomas or any other said much about it : the implicite, and
perhaps explicite principle is that souls are genderless. Thomism
is only very superficially Aristotlelician, since anyway Aristotle’s
souls are not immortal, being only the “form” (morphic field) of
the body. I’ll have to study in detail that point.

 But I think the more general problem is that Christianity never
developped any psychological theory (a theory of the psyche) or
any worth. Depth-psychology should have logically come from
Christian thinkers. It didn’t. Which is why it came from Freud,
alas (Oedipus complex, penis-envy, and such garbage). This is
one more big failure of Christianity, to which perhaps I should
devote a whole article.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Laurent+Guy%C3%A9not
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20. Multiculti Madness says:
“How I Stopped Being a Jew” conditions the

 question “What Kind of Jew is Shlomo Sand?”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_the_Jewish_Peop
le

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/AuLoMmjFONE
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/sO3fVFXeSWY

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

21. Liborio Guaso says:
June 5, 2023 at 10:35 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
What is the historical reality?

 Racism is just an instrument of greed. Whites cannot blame
others for the world’s ills when they are guilty of the greatest
crimes in the history of mankind.

 The whites were the ones who went out into the world to kill
indigenous people and blacks to steal their land and wealth, and
that is a well-known historical fact with its hundreds of millions of
human beings killed to rob them.

 And the alleged divine right to kill is not valid. And if we analyze
it carefully, those indigenous people and blacks have the same
right that the West grants the Jews to recover their lands and
wealth.

 Even we all know that Roman Christianity is stained with the
blood of those crimes.

• Troll: Cassandre
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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22. brostoevsky says:
June 5, 2023 at 10:37 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
A truly fascinating article! If one spends a significant time truly
away from their tribe they begin to feel the importance of their
clan even if only subconsciously. Moreover, extreme difficulties
tend to circle the wagons. Being away from America and living
amongst the Slavs for so long (8+ years) has made me see the
differences in mentality, which are quite significant, but
complementary nonetheless. The only solution to this wokeness
is a return to culture, family and tradition. I honestly felt like a
ship without an anchor until I delved into all things Scandinavian;
ultimately learning the Norwegian language. America is a
rootless society run by Jews. I honestly have grown to despise it
and see it beyond saving. Europe is also failing but it has its
ancestral roots to revive it. I see no such thing in America. Only
few very ideological people see themselves as a part of a large
and encompassing white race.

• Replies: @Zumbuddi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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23. SafeNow says:

Oedipus complex, penis-envy, and such garbage

I’m not so sure, Laurent. As some psychodynamic theoretician
quipped, “Who among us, after what felt like a very good bowel
movement, has never peered down into the bowl, and said to
oneself, ‘Good job.’”

• Replies: @Unintended Consequence
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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24. James J. O'Meara says:
June 5, 2023 at 11:19 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor

Also, as most people lack a strong sense of independence, their individualism
never amounts to autonomy and agency. As weak individualism, they just fall
under the sway of bigger forces.

The Sixties revolution supposedly liberated the boomers into individualism,
but we’ve seen just masses of morons swayed this way and that by the
controllers of fashion.

How did globo-homo spread? Did all those individuals independently decided
to celebrate sodomy as rainbow? No, as weak individuals, they just went
along.

Individualism was supposed to liberate the person from the clan or tribe but
merely made him into a cog of the machine.

The USA enshrined “individualism” as well as “democracy”
because they are intimately related.

As with individualism, so with “democracy.” Democracy is fine for
a group of superior sorts — electing a “first among equals” as it
were — such as Athens or the Roman republic or the Hanseatic
states. They would have though the idea of letting the poor,
uneducated, women, ex-slaves, convicts, and anyone who
happens to be born within US borders (the only time borders
matter to the Left) as insane.

Once the “individual” is stripped of family, clan, guild, etc. and
stands naked before the world, he’s supposed to “pursue
happiness” by his “freely made choices”, either at the ballot box
or the grocery store. Indeed, politics has been reduced to a
branch of consumerism.

What actually happens, what the non-aristo elite intended to
happen when they propagandized “democracy” or
“individualism” in order to displace the true aristos, was the
masses are controlled by advertising.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=James+J.+O%27Meara
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Related:

Sir Thomas More: “Yes! What would you do? Cut a great road through the law
to get after the Devil?”

William Roper: “Yes, I’d cut down every law in England to do that!”

Sir Thomas More: “Oh? And when the last law was down, and the Devil
turned ’round on you, where would you hide, Roper, the laws all being flat?
This country is planted thick with laws, from coast to coast, Man’s laws, not
God’s! And if you cut them down, and you’re just the man to do it, do you
really think you could stand upright in the winds that would blow then? Yes, I’d
give the Devil benefit of law, for my own safety’s sake!”

― Robert Bolt, A Man for All Seasons: A Play in Two Acts

• Agree: Realist
• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
25. Anon[219] • Disclaimer says:

June 5, 2023 at 11:27 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot
In Isma`ilism, and hence in Manichaeism, women do not have
souls. This may not be the tendentious disability which it
appears to be at first glance, since male and female can be
understood as purusha and prakriti, or act and pure receptivity.
Which, in Aristotle, is form and substance. And substance, or
receptivity, is nothingness.

• Replies: @xyzxy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. Zumbuddi says:
June 5, 2023 at 11:30 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
476 AD

 First Inquisition,
 under Nero

But STILL under the sway of the Abrahamic “monotheistic”
diktat.

Saul’s design & intent was to subvert & replace Roman
paganism with Abrahamism.

Narrator of this docu still exalts the book of Abraham.

It is that “book” & its doctrines that are the original sin.
 Someone, please, preach to us of Cicero, Lucretius, Horace,

Virgil, Aurelius.
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27. James J. O'Meara says:
June 5, 2023 at 11:30 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Incisive One
Olson Johnson : [after Gabby Johnson’s speech] Now who can
argue with that? I think we’re all indebted to Gabby Johnson for
clearly stating what needed to be said. I’m particularly glad that
these lovely children were here today to hear that speech. Not
only was it authentic frontier gibberish, it expressed a courage
little seen in this day and age.

[townspeople murmur and nod in approval]

Olson Johnson : What are we made of? Our fathers came
across the prairies, fought Indians, fought drought, fought
locusts, fought Dix… remember when Richard Dix came in here
and tried to take over this town? Well, we didn’t give up then,
and by gum, we’re not going to give up now!
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28. James J. O'Meara says:
June 5, 2023 at 11:37 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot

But I think the more general problem is that Christianity never developped any
psychological theory (a theory of the psyche) or any worth.

Arguably Christianity misinterpreted or sabotaged the existing
tripartite body/spirit/soul doctrines and replaced them with a
body/soul (actually spirit, misnamed) duality, which Descartes
(Jesuit) recapitulated as “philosophy.” See James Hillman or
Henri Corbin. Some Orthodox Christians maintain that this did
not happen in the East, where the true Greek/Platonic doctrine
was mostly carried on.

Depth-psychology should have logically come from Christian thinkers. It didn’t.
Which is why it came from Freud, alas (Oedipus complex, penis-envy, and
such garbage).

Arguably Jung was attempting to retrofit “psychoanalysis” into a
“less Jewish” science, for which the New York Times has never
forgiven him.

This is one more big failure of Christianity, to which perhaps I should devote a
whole article.

Yes, and yes.
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29. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
June 5, 2023 at 12:02 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
It was not until the Council of Verona in 1184 that marriage was
officially made a sacrament.

Hahahaha This writer is a silly person.

Marriage is a Divine Institution (it is in all of the better Bibles)
and Pope Saint Siricius, A.D. 385 in “Direct as decessores” to
Himerius:

But you have inquired concerning the marriage veil, whether one
can receive in matroimony a girl bethfroed to another. Let this
not be done. We prohibit it in every way, because, if that
blessing which the priest gives to the bride is violated by any
transgression, it is like a kind of sacrilege among the faithful.

I have no idea why it is thought this man has anything ever
useful to write about the Catholic Church.

Owing to his hatred of it, his claims about is are as wrong as
they are silly .

As to marriage

https://www.drbo.org/cgi-bin/s?q=marriage&x=0&y=0&b=drb
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30. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
@Laurent Guyénot
Ummm, nope. Is it too much to ask that you at least take a
glance at the Catholic Encyclopedia before you make such odd
claims?

https://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12545b.htm

Wrong, once again.

https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?
recnum=9300

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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31. Italus says:

June 5, 2023 at 12:12 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
This article’s thesis is altogether wrong in blaming Christianity
for the ills of the modern West. The intrinsic evil of
contraception, which is contrary to the aims and purpose of both
marriage and the marital act, that fosters feminism among
women and licentiousness among men, is the primary reason for
low birth rates, social atomism, and the false idol of
individualism.
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32. Jim Bob Lassiter says:
June 5, 2023 at 12:20 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Marrying in-laws after the death of one’s spouse was also
common, even expected.”

Might we call that the Hunter Biden Syndrome? (even though a
marriage ceremony never was performed prior to
consummation)

“An alternative heirship strategy was adoption, generally within
the clan. This was facilitated by the widespread practice of
fosterage, that is, the sending of children to be cared for by
maternal or paternal uncles until they reached adulthood (it was
especially common in Briton and Irish societies).”

I don’t know about Iberia, but this is still a somewhat widespread
practice in Latin America that seems to cross many socio-
economic strata. I’ve witnessed it first-hand. Ditto for a mistress
in the weekend mountain chateau, with a wink and a nod among
all family members concerned.
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33. June 5, 2023 at 12:27 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Christianity, Churchianity, play-churchianity, kiddy churchianity,
modern churchianity………..which?

 Just as our perspective of Jews, as to who they are and are
not…..our perspective of Christians has been twisted beyond
recognition…….all at our peril.

 Do I have all the answers? Nope, but I have gathered some
evidence for your intellectual curiosity if you wish to pursue it –
https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/search?q=Churchianity&max-
results=20&by-date=true&m=1 – a list of headnotes to articles
gathered over almost 8 years.
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34. xyzxy says:
June 5, 2023 at 12:30 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

First of all, Catholicism, like all religions, is primarily concerned with spiritual
matters…

This is definitely not the case. However it is often the usual
explanation, given by those not looking deeper into the matter.

In the Catholic West, it was always about which ‘caste’ would
hold temporal power–the church or the aristocracy. One can
point to the Guelph / Ghibelline conflict. Both Guenon and Evola
spent considerable ink explaining the matter.

For a more artistic (and humorous/ironic) presentation, one may
consider Henry V, Act 1, where the Archbishop of Canterbury
and Bishop of Ely take great pains with political intrigue, in order
to secure their ill-gotten, but now threatened, earthly gains, and
in order to maintain political influence.

From today’s perspective, one would have to be totally immune
to reality not to understand how both Catholic and the large
Protestant groups (consider the ‘megachurch’ money-making
phenomenon)–to include weird outliers such as the Mormons,
operate. Although within this article’s context, Mormons certainly
hold kinship/clan dearly, for the most part.
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35. Robert Dolan says:
@Liborio Guaso
You have low IQ.

You have low impulse control.

You are unable to delay gratification.

You wanna fuck white women.

Go back to where you came from.
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36. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

June 5, 2023 at 12:46 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Really interesting material on Roman Catholicism as a fertility
cult. I would disagree, however, that the church prevented
European unity – on the contrary, it gave a spiritual unity that
Europe’s geography made extremely difficult to unify. Indeed, it
was only the application of extra-European military power that
made the EU possible, and it still has not unified all of Europe,
and looks likely to fall apart. So it seems to me the peculiar traits
of Catholicism allowed more unity than would otherwise have
been possible with, say, paganism.

The United States is in a very different geography and
Mormonism seeks to change some of those features of
Catholicism, for example it’s emphasis on genealogy and its
anti-black messages reinforce family ties, and it’s polygamy is
also a similar departure (although this is no longer officially
practiced).

All that being said, Mormonism in its current state is very
watered down and I myself decided against joining the religion.
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37. FatR says:
June 5, 2023 at 12:58 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
The claim of white people’s individualism, and particuarly white
people’s individualism as their special weakness, are put to lie
by the entire history of colonialism. To put a very long story
short, one of the main reasons why it succeeded was invading
Europeans almost always being able to rely on and exploit
treachery and division among the locals in almost every place
where they’ve encountered developed civilizations (only Japan
and, to a much lesser extent, China and other old East Asian
countries, reacted to their encroachments as nations, and even
they were plagued by civil wars on the background of alien
invasion). Meanwhile, the locals only very rarely were able to
recruit any European to their cause, even in time periods where
European power in their lands was still slight, such as in India
during Mughals’ heyday. Any hired European specialists were
found to be utterly unreliable in any conflict againt Europeans or
their puppets, sometimes even when you lucked out to hire
advisors from a nation hostile to the one attacking you.

The story of al-Andalus’ decline and fall is another instructive
example. Christians ultimately prevailed despite starting their
Reconquista from a shitty position because of greater societal
cohesion. According to Christian law, you had three estates with
relatively uniform rights, obligations and social standing, but
according to Muslim law the society was split into literally dozens
of distinct groups, based ultimately on tribal affiliation, with an
elaborate pecking order and fierce enmities. So, the Christian
side could weather bad outcomes in the ruler lottery, but their
opponents were prone to massive social upheavals and
disintegration whenever a monarch proved himself weak.

So there are massive mountains of historical evidence of
Christian Europeans having greater ties of loyalty to the society
as a whole, compared to tribe- and clan-based societies. As to

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=FatR
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why the situation became inverted starting from second half of
XIX century, well, it is a question that must be answered, but to
answer it you first have to acknowledge when the rot actually
started to creep in.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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38. xyzxy says:
June 5, 2023 at 12:59 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anon

… women do not have souls… since male and female can be understood as
purusha and prakriti, or act and pure receptivity. Which, in Aristotle, is form
and substance. And substance, or receptivity, is nothingness.

The question is the notion of ‘soul’, and identifying it within the
hylomorphic composition. To argue that women do not have a
soul (or psyche, in the sense of De Anima), at least in Aristotle’s
view (and as I understand him), cannot be sensibly maintained,
inasmuch as prime matter must be ‘infused’ with form, in order
to achieve material differentiation. And, all living things must
have soul.

One is justified in conceiving the so-call ‘prime matter’ as
‘nothingness’, but this does not explain the formal differences
between men and women’s nature.

Some argue that matter in general is ‘feminine’, and the ‘active’
or formal principle is masculine. But, again, without further
consideration, this does not really account for the different
natures between men and women. Especially in today’s West,
where men have become quite feminized in both thinking and
behavior.

However it is, the elevation of women as autonomous actors has
completely destabilized any traditional element of order in
society, and is certainly a large element contributing to modern
social degeneration.
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39. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
June 5, 2023 at 1:09 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The enforcement of celibacy within the Church by the Gregorian
reformers contributed to making Church property inalienable, as
historian Henry Charles Lea explained in his Historical Sketch of
Sacerdotal Celibacy in the Christian Church (1867):

That is a world class stupid claim.

You have almost no idea of what you are writing about.

http://unamsanctamcatholicam.blogspot.com/2014/08/book-
review-apostolic-origins-of.html

https://unamsanctamcatholicam.com/2022/07/07/the-truth-
about-priestly-celibacy-in-the-early-church/

https://unamsanctamcatholicam.com/2022/12/04/council-of-
ancyra-and-celibacy/

You have no shame about seeding the minds of your readers
with easily-disproven claptrap, do you?
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40. Realist says:
June 5, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor

First, individualism has value only among the gifted. Individualism of
mediocrity is nothing.

 A great scientist makes a difference as an individual. Most no-talents make no
difference, no matter how individualistic they are.

I especially agree with that.

Also, as most people lack a strong sense of independence, their individualism
never amounts to autonomy and agency. As weak individualism, they just fall
under the sway of bigger forces.

 Most individuals haven’t the spine of the fictional Howard Roark. Not the
vision and resolve.

The Sixties revolution supposedly liberated the boomers into individualism,
but we’ve seen just masses of morons swayed this way and that by the
controllers of fashion.

The trait of individualism within the White race is admirable
when it produces great advancements in science, engineering,
math, art, architecture, medicine and quality of life…making
Western Civilization the greatest. But when individualism
facilitates White self-genocide it is pathetic.
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41. nokangaroos says:
June 5, 2023 at 1:27 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
At first glance the fact the Emilia Romagna is still a shithole full
of
illiterate scrofulous revolutzers seems to undergird the verdict
against

 papal administration (then again, everything south of Milano is
North Africa).

 – David Reich et al. showed that selection for intelligence
markers

 kickstarted with the Neolithic Revolution i.e. contrary to popular
expectation

 monogamy has not made us stoopider (whatever it is that makes
us stoopider

 now, it is not monogamy).
 – The Icelandic genealogical tables seem to indicate a biological

optimum
 (as number of healthy offspring over generations) somewhere

around second cousin
 i.e. there is a synergy between related alleles (besides it´s the

quickest way to weed
 out recessive defects).
 Exogamy -> Universalism, otoh, can undeniably be overdone.

 – The Blue Banana does not coincide with Protestantism; it
seems that

 War is not only the Father of all, the King of all but also the
marketplace of ideas

 (by this theory the Ukraine should be Real Existing Wakanda, so
nah).

I see no simple cause
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42. nokangaroos says:
@Liborio Guaso

Whites cannot blame others for the world´s ills when they are guilty of the
greatest crimes in the history of mankind.

Why not? The Jews seem to have no problem.

• Agree: Rurik
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43. silviosilver says:

June 5, 2023 at 1:41 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot

This is one more big failure of Christianity, to which perhaps I should devote a
whole article.

Yeah go ahead. Knowing you, you’ll probably get it wrong, but
it’ll be fun to read anyway.

A very serious deficiency of Christianity is the way it blathers on
and on and on about sin, but fails to help people deal with
negative emotions, which are a major source of distress in our
lives. Believing that we’re “saved” is uplifting, so even if our lives
suck, it can be comforting to know that there’s still something to
look forward to, but very few people are content with that alone.
We want solutions to our emotional/psychological problems, and
Christianity’s only answer is to pray, which many (most?) people
experience as useless.
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44. Peter D. Bredon says:
June 5, 2023 at 1:43 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Italus
And yet….

“Taking contraceptive measures is permissible in principle
because the Companions (may Allah be pleased with them)
used the method of ‘azl (coitus interruptus) during the time of the
Messenger (peace and blessings be upon him) and he did not
forbid them to do that.“

https://islamqa.info/en/answers/231777/is-contraception-haram
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45. Zumbuddi says:
June 5, 2023 at 1:43 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@brostoevsky
I would agree but with your last sentence you signal
disagreement with yourself:

“. . . part of a large and encompassing white race.”

— from which, you seem to suggest, Scandinavians …
Norwegians” are a different mentality.”

Trying to make “Whites” one unity is as inapt as advocating the
unity of Roman Catholicism/all Christians.

The blood family is the primary unity. Families united for their
perpetuation, prosperity & protection are a nation with natality —
birth in the blood — in common. As the Austrian perceived.

(But Mussolini did not: faced with a land and peoples of multiple
languages & customs, in spite of efforts to unite Italy, Italian
leaders encouraged, even facilitated the emigration of their own
people. )
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46. June 5, 2023 at 1:51 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Western man today in a nutshell is all about number one.
 What have you done for me lately?

 No wonder all the lonely, lost, angry individuals floating about
without a paddle or a rudder.

 Articles like this help us to remember who we are, at least for
those of us fortunate enough not to be totally diluted down.
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47. Laurent Guyénot says:
@Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque
Your scholarly arguments are impressive!
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48. June 5, 2023 at 2:09 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
I largely agree with Laurent, with one caveat.

Before Western Christianity, there was already a tendency in
northwest Europeans toward individualism, delayed marriage,
and relatively weak kinship ties.

According to Schulz et al. (2019), the above mental and
behavioral pattern was created by the Western branch of
Christianity, particularly through its decision in the ninth century
to broaden the ban on cousin marriages to any couple who
shared a common ancestor seven generations previously. That
ban, they argued, had the effect of creating the Western
European pattern of late marriage, frequent celibacy, and
nuclear households. That pattern, in turn, encouraged
individualism and impersonal sociality.

Schulz, however, ignores two points. First, the broadening of the
cousin marriage ban resulted from a decision to abandon the
Roman method of calculating degrees of kinship, whereby first
cousins were considered to be fourth degree. The new method,
of Germanic origin, made them second degree, thereby doubling
the number of forbidden marriage partners (McCann, 2010, pp.
57-58). In sum, the ban was Church-enforced but of pagan
origin.

Second, when the cousin marriage ban was broadened in the
ninth century, Western Europe already had high rates of late
marriage, celibacy, and nuclear households. This has been
shown at two locations in ninth-century France: the estates of
the Abbey of St Germain-des-Prés near Paris, where about
16.3% of all adults were unmarried, and Villeneuve-Saint-
Georges, where the figure was 11.5%. At both locations,
households were small and nuclear (Hallam 1985, p. 56). A
ninth-century survey of the Church of St Victor of Marseille
shows both men and women marrying in their mid to late
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twenties (Seccombe 1992, p. 94). Further back, in the first
century, the Roman historian Tacitus wrote about the Germanic
tribes, “Late comes love to the young men, and their first
manhood is not enfeebled; nor for the girls is there any hot-
house forcing; they pass their youth in the same way as the
boys” (Tacitus, Germania 20, 1970).

In short, Western Christianity promoted individualism and
impersonal sociality because it had assimilated a pre-existing
pattern of weak kinship, late marriage, and openness to non-kin.
Even if Christianity had never existed, another ideology would
have exploited the possibilities of that mental and behavioral
pattern.

Finally, Western Christianity “delivered the goods.” It reversed
the demographic and cognitive decline of the late Roman period
and set Western Europe on a course that would lead it to
sustained economic and geopolitical growth.
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49. Aleatorius says:
Hopefully, the West won’t go the way of the Boers!
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50. Coconuts says:
@Laurent Guyénot
As far as I remember Aquinas believed that to have a complete
soul a body was needed. Part of the soul was thought to be
immaterial and could survive bodily death (the mind that could
contain many different forms) but this was just a part.
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With Hilarious Questions
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52. Coconuts says:
June 5, 2023 at 2:37 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@silviosilver

A very serious deficiency of Christianity is the way it blathers on and on and
on about sin, but fails to help people deal with negative emotions, which are a
major source of distress in our lives.

If you pray a lot negative emotions seem to lessen; structured
collective prayer is better. People used to pray loads, I don’t
know how you could easily bring this back now. Physical labour
was another recommendation, again, don’t know how this could
be brought back.
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53. Altai3 says:
June 5, 2023 at 2:39 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Henrich made up the acronym WEIRD to stand for “White, European,
Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic”

It actually stands for “Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich,
and Democratic”. He notes that most studies on what is “normal”
are done in Western universities using mostly students who are
not representative at all even of their own ethnicity.

Class still matters are the working classes are much more
ethnocentric than the upper middle class “anywheres” as
conceptualised by English old school left-winger David Goodhart
who realised this conflict and the rise of “anywheres” anti-
nationalism was a threat to real social solidarity when a right
winger explained to him how mass migration will destroy the
welfare state. The “anywheres” don’t seem to care about class
politics or industrial policy just abstract social issues and
jockeying for status. Which wouldn’t be a problem except they
squat on the political space of the real left and prevent it from
functioning.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/zCg3Sqr_-Cs
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54. Treg says:
June 5, 2023 at 2:49 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Here in Arizona I see lots of uniquely tight extended families …
as an multifamily investor i guess i meet all kinds of groups.

At first i thought the reason was “they are close white Mormon
families”, then it was “they are close Mexican Catholic families”,
they are close Indian Hindu families” and so on all the way to
“they are close Lefty artsy eclectic types”…..

They common denomination was that for one reason or another
they all were inside the same economic trade. And the story was
the same uncle ___ made a killing doing this long ago, “had” to
pull his wife into it and she pulled her sister or brother and then
their kids (cheap labor) and it grew onto a network of extended
families all doing some aspect of that industry. It could be
custom homebuilding Mormons, it could be residential and
commercial plumbing Catholics, it could be C-level hotel owning
Indian families, and it could be lefty white odd families all into
advertising media of all kinds.

The key component to it all was the founder able to get
essentially free labor from the women and children through the
hard times. It was always “their name and reputation” that was at
stake and the openly stated reason for the sacrifice.

For all extended family groups the years 2007-2014 proved
especially tough. The “family IOUs” started being paid back from
2016-2023. The 2020 lock down just brought most closer
together, but some, like my own extended real estate family was
poisonous divorced by Trump Derangement Syndrome, TDS.

The old man was right, “No God, No politics! Just family money
talk!”. But he had past in 2014 and 2016 did what 2008 could not
do, TDS tore us up. But in our extended family of real estate we

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Treg
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could not avoid the TDS curse by even not talking — just
knowing who leaned for or against Trump was enough to break
us apart.

And so we have two extended family groups, hoplessly divided
even between husband’s and wives and children. It’s a four
legged animal walking with just two legs, and so we are not
expanding and just doing “ok”, ie not prospering by leaps and
bounds- much like our entire country- just doing “ok”.

Perhaps things just like this TDS phenomenon, broke up
extended families in the past. Now that would be an interesting
social study for sure.

The other surviving extended families are doing great, having
done so by being either super apolitical or already fully for one
camp or for the other camp on the Great TDS divide.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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55. laranonymous1 says:
June 5, 2023 at 2:53 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Christianity brought a very man centric (other parts of the world)
view to Europa oh I mean Europe. Christianity created the
witches and heretics to be burned and tortured .It took from
women their status in society and brought them down below the
cattle, nothing as if our whole purpose of existence had been
nothing and all we are today are Karens. Somehow I think it
created a bit of animosity between men and women. I always
point out dancing as it is easiest to see a social structure that is
unique in the world. But looking toward Russia you can see
Asian influences in the male dancing where they dance alone,
this is not just Asian but Caucasian. It’s like circumcision is not a
European practice either but it’s not appropriate to show it and
most get upset when you even mention it. That’s my opinion and
I’m sticking to it.

• Replies: @nokangaroos
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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56. michael888 says:
June 5, 2023 at 3:01 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
At the time of the Cluniacs’ peak (about 1000 AD) monks were
the most innovative and productive members of Western society.
The Cistercians followed and became even more productive,
their advances not replaced until the Industrial Revolution
(particularly in beer brewing!) The problem in Catholic Europe in
medieval times was a push pull between spirituality and greedy
money making. Monks and priests were distinguished in society,
better educated and usually more productive; while first born
sons inherited the family property (Primogeniture), wealthy
families often pushed the second born towards the priesthood or
to monasteries; a much better life in medieval times than
farming. Most Europeans did not leave the place of their birth.
Inbreeding was obvious. This gave Europe a monarchy of idiots
and hemophiliacs, and the Ashkenazi Jews (wikipedia lists 21
more common genetic diseases in this population). Village idiots
were common, and although suspicious of outsiders, “new
blood” and hybrid vitality, though formally attributed to Charles
Darwin, was practiced routinely in agriculture (the ancient
Egyptians had mules).

 There were two major effects of Martin Luther’s Protestants (and
John Calvin and others). The first was the exposure of the
Corrupt Church and re-creation of Christianity in a small number
of areas. Religion was a battlefield in ideas, and because of
Papal control and $$$$, often a literal battlefield.

 Dissenting sects were horrifically persecuted (much like the
unvaccinated during the Covid pandemic) along with Jews
caught up in rigid Catholicism, often leading to important
migrations, occasionally with important skills welcomed by more
tolerant Dutch and Germans. The over-reaction– forced religious
conversions and deaths of heretics– while enjoyed by the
common people (if the heretics were not their relatives) were
abhored by the more educated (whose faith was never strong).
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Even in America, about a quarter of the population was farmers
up until WW2. Clannish with big families (cheap, exploitable
labor), they trusted their family first, close neighbors, other
farmers but not much else (and with good reason, as farm
history showed). Individualism greatly increased with the >60%
of Americans drafted into WW2, and returning from a new world,
they left the family farms. By 1960, <9% of Americans lived on
farms. The Great Migration to the better paying jobs in
manufacturing areas and the expansion of cities and suburbs
had occurred. Family ties were mostly limited to holidays and
family reunions. As long as individuals could receive by hard
work, extended families faded in importance.

 Now with the expanded Corruption and upward flow of money to
the richest Globalists, one-in-three U.S. adults ages 18 to 34 live
in their parents' home. Will this result in extended, more clannish
families? Or just less marriages, less children, less
individualism?

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
57. Dutch Boy says:

@Reg Cæsar
The banning of incestuous unions was one of the Church’s great
contributions to civilization. It is a pity it was not as strict with the
royal families of Europe.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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58. Anonymous[136] • Disclaimer says:
@James J. O'Meara
Democratic Athens was poorly led. That’s why Sparta destroyed
Athens.

• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
59. anastasia says:

June 5, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Firstly, it is very difficult to have racial and cultural cohesion
when we have populations that can move about so easily.
Secondly, it is the Church teaching that harmony in community
and marriage comes from marrying people from the same
culture to promote harmony in marriage. Because the Spanish
went to South and Central America, the Church had to respond
and said that if, because of those circumstances, you are
compelled to marry outside your culture and race, that thepeople
have to be at least Christianized before marrying them.

 That is the true Church teaching.

• Replies: @bike-anarkist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
60. Rurik says:

@Priss Factor
we’re living in a full-blown Weimar republic

it’s deja vu all over again

• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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61. Poupon Marx says:
June 5, 2023 at 3:57 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
One of the several core reasons and forces the America will
dissolve, become collapsed, and break apart: lack of
competence; in fact, declining competence.

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/what-happens-
when-competent-opt-out

1. The steady increase in workloads, paperwork, compliance
and make-work (i.e. work that has nothing to do with the
institution’s actual purpose and mission) that lead to burnout.

2. Loss of autonomy, control, belonging, rewards,
accomplishment and fairness. Professor Christina Malasch
pioneered research on the causes of burnout, which can be
summarized as any work environment that reduces autonomy,
control, belonging, rewards, accomplishment and fairness.

3. The politicization of the work environment. Let’s begin by
distinguishing between policies enforcing equal opportunity, pay,
standards and accountability, policies required to fulfill the legal
promises embedded in the nation’s social contract, and
politicization, which demands allegiance and declarations of
loyalty to political ideologies that have nothing to do with the
work being done or the standards of accountability necessary to
the operation of the complex institution or enterprise. The
problem with politicization is that it is 1) intrinsically inauthentic
and 2) it substitutes the ideologically pure for the competent

4. The competent must cover for the incompetent. As the
competent tire of the artifice and make-work and quit, the
remaining competent must work harder to keep everything glued
together. Their commitment to high standards and accountability
are their undoing, as the slack-masters and incompetent either
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don’t care (“I’m just here to qualify for my pension”) or they’ve
mastered the processes of masking their incompetence, often by
blaming the competent or the innocent for their own failings.

5. As the competent leadership leaves, the incompetent takes
the reins, blind to their own incompetence. It all looked so easy
when the competent were at the helm, but reality is a cruel
taskmaster, and all the excuses that worked as an underling
wear thin once the incompetent are in leadership roles.

I consider Amurka an already failed state with collapse and
dismemberment unavoidable. Partition will occur. If Whites are
sufficiently organized and de-programmed they will be able to
found a separate republic, as will Browns (indigenous Hispanics)
as well as Blacks.

THINK: Chech/Slovakia. Yugoslavia> different republics,.
Finland independence from Sweden; Algeria independent from
France; Kalinograd transferred to Russia from Germany; Alaska
transferred form Amurka to Russia. New Indo-European
Republic of North America, independent republic part of Russia
with full autonomy-just as the other republics and territories of
the Russian Federation.

Like rebuilding a house that burned to the ground.

• Replies: @werpor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
62. Merit vs Diverit.

https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2023/06/05/our-merit-based-
society-has-been-displaced-by-a-diversity-based-society/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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63. June 5, 2023 at 4:07 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Sparta didn’t destroy Athens. It was a long grueling war,
eventually a pyrrhic victory for Sparta that was soon to fall as
well.

The Peloponnesian War was maybe the greatest calamity for the
West. It prevented the way by which Greeks could pull their
various strengths into a greater unity. It weakened the two great
powers, Athens and Sparta, neither of which recovered, and
then came the calamity of Macedonian rule that effectively
vulgarized and bastardized Greek civilization that then fell to the
worse Romans, who gave civilization a bad name, but then the
seeds of decadence were there with the Greeks.

Europe was finally saved by the Germanic barbarians who
smashed the Romans to smithereens.

Today, we need a revival of barbarian spirit to the smash the
new rome of globo-homo garbage.

64. @Rurik
Whites are such wheaks and whummies. 90% of whites come in
only those two flavors.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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65. Rurik says:
June 5, 2023 at 4:11 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Adolf Smith

What is to be done?

support Russia in its existential conflict with ZOG

If Russia falls, it will be all she wrote /

whereas if Russia prevails, Moscow will become the New Rome,
and hub of Western civilization and Christendom, like a modern
day Constantinople.

As the West rots, (perhaps not unironically, most notably at its
most Western outpost, the coast of California), the center of
Western civ will gravitate east, towards Moscow. As Hungary is
now doing.

Russia is the last bastion of Western Civilization, who strongly
repudiates wokenss and trans children and rancid, anti-white
identity politics. This is why they’re so committed to crushing
Russia and ripping it apart like the scavenging hyenas that they
are.

With them, it must be all or none. Having Russia as a hamlet of
traditional culture and sane policy, will undermine their
imperative to destroy every last scintilla of the West, including
most of all, its (white) people; Amalek.

• Agree: Poupon Marx, Joe Levantine, Dr.Pepper
• Replies: @Unintended Consequence, @CelestiaQuesta
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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66. silviosilver says:
June 5, 2023 at 4:14 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Coconuts

If you pray a lot negative emotions seem to lessen; structured collective
prayer is better.

“Structured” how? Do you mean by “official” prayers for various
topics, or are you talking about something else entirely?

Some of the most popular Christian approaches package
standard self-help advice with a biblical veneer. Eg Joel Osteen
or, from an earlier time, Norman Vincent Peale. Their advice
often relies on belief in a ‘higher power’, but there is very little
essentially Christian about it, and if you left out the Christian
parts, it wouldn’t change the message much.

67. Poupon Marx says:
June 5, 2023 at 4:15 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@michael888
The easiest palliative for the ills of modern societies, including
Russia and China, is to convince young people to relocate
voluntarily to smaller, rural communities. Not a trendy, “Back To
The Land” hippy thing, but a serious reconsideration of
Individual Consciousness and Collective Consciousness.

The context and spiritual milieu already exists in Buddhism.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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68. Poupon Marx says:
@Priss Factor

Today, we need a revival of barbarian spirit to the smash the new rome of
globo-homo garbage.

We already have that, presently, in our Negronian ghettos.

• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
69. bike-anarkist says:

June 5, 2023 at 4:31 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anastasia
Firstly, it is very difficult to have racial and cultural
cohesion when we have populations that can move about
so easily.

Even Familial. Living in Canada my immediate family is 1400 km
away, and my wife’s is 4600 km away. Add to that, the divide
and conquer of society based on obedience to the CoronaPrank
it has atomized both of our families to the point of both my wife
and I have been cancelled(!) because of the inability of our
siblings to turn on their bullshit detectors to allow informing
themselves.

• Replies: @Reg Cæsar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
70. bike-anarkist says:

@silviosilver
Meditation doesn’t require the dogma of creative writing.

• LOL: Cassandre
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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71. Rurik says:
June 5, 2023 at 4:40 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
then it’s up to the 10%

the first thing on any GOP presidential platform should be to
pardon Assange and Snowden and all of those political
prisoners who’re languishing in DC dungeons for the crime of
being un-apologetically white. We all know that’s what their
“crime” is, just like those guys in Georgia sentenced to life in
prison, one for simply filming some burglar running though his
neighborhood, declared guilty of being white, and sentenced to
prison for life.

If the wheaks and whummies are willing to see the other 10%
tossed under the bus, then I suppose the 10% should seek an
exit rout, and leave the W & W to their fate, which I’ve seen you
take pleasure, when liberal strongholds of wokenss are
menaced by the orcs they coddle so much. I too take pleasure
from that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
72. Unintended Consequence says:

@SafeNow
A rational sort would think, “Hmmm maybe I’m getting waaayyyy
too much fiber in my diet.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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73. Vergissmeinnicht says:
June 5, 2023 at 4:45 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Reg Cæsar
“Afghans”, yeah. Thank you.

Richard Lynn thinks only in terms of IQ, it seems. Limited scope.
Sad!

You are acting in Prof Kopff’s tradition. Let the wogs keep their incestuous
ways.

I am a Cultural Particularist. Example: Universal Healthcare
perhaps works in Sweden (two random Swedes are as close as
3rd or 4th cousins), but not in the UK (two random Britons are
as close as 11th cousins).

• Replies: @Reg Cæsar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
74. Vergissmeinnicht says:

@anon
Individualism vs. Collectivism:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hofstede%27s_cultural_dimensions
_theory

• Replies: @anon
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75. @Poupon Marx
Negro stuff is savagery, not barbarianism.

Savages totally destroy civilization.

Barbarians bring down a decadent civilization and lay the
foundations of a new beginning.

Look at West vs East. Western Roman Empire was destroyed
but something greater grew from it.

 Eastern Roman Empire survived and slowly rotted away.

• Replies: @Joe Levantine
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
76. guibus says:

@Liborio Guaso
Homo Ignoramus

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
77. bike-anarkist says:

@Incisive One
You didn’t like the article.

 So you disparage and ad hominem.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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78. Unintended Consequence says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:10 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
“Russia is the last bastion of Western Civilization, who strongly
repudiates wokenss and trans children and rancid, anti-white
identity politics.”

This is an inaccurate statement. Russia is strongly anti colonial
and anti white right now. Read some of Putin’s speeches as well
as Dugin’s. Ex? CIA Ray McGovern promotes this narrative as
well: embrace all things Eastern and Muslim, eschew all things
Anglo Saxon and Jewish. Though the Russian Federation isn’t
communist, the universalism of communism still underlies their
outreach to their Muslim brothers. Wether Christian, communist
or globohomo, the uniting of people across ethnic, racial,
religious and national boundaries to consolidate power
continues. Putin and Orban probably did share similar views on
strengthening ethnic and national ties but Putin and the
Russians may have moved from that position permanently.

• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
79. ricpic says:

Everybody wants the lady in red!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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80. Brosi says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:17 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Here is a podcast by Andrew Carrington Hitchcock and
Blackbird9 about Laurel Canyon. It is somewhat related to this
thread.

ACH (2160) Blackbird9 – An Introduction To Laurel Canyon

At 8min Blackbird9 starts explaining how the Sabbatean Jews
moved to Hollywood shortly after Edison had invented the
technology for motion pictures. B9 explains how these talmudic
Jews went to Hollywood with Edison’s new technology and set
up an artificial reality which they controlled from the shadows.
The creation of artificial celebrities that they molded into
characters on their stages. Whenever the Feds came to
prosecute them for their theft of Edison’s gear, they would get
fore warning and would flee down to Mexico where they would
hang out with Talmudic communists, or later to Laurel Canyon.
These people were messianic (Tikkun Olam) and were followers
of Sabbatei Levy.

B9 the goes on to 1966 when John Lennon explains that “show
business is an extension of the Jewish Religion” and later that
the Beatles were bigger than Jesus.

So if we can accept that since the 1900’s Talmudic Jews seeking
vengeance against goyim infiltrated Hollywood and the film
industry, and if we can accept that the reason that the NSDAP
initiated book burnings against Jewish obscenities in print when
the came to power in 1933, we can start to pick up a trail going
back into history of malignant Sabbatean Jews executing
Talmudic/Kabbalistic/Sabbatean/Babylonian mind control over
their goy victims (whose children they ritually murdered and
extracted blood from).

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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Michael Hoffman in this interview explains how the Papacy
descended into the occult and Kaballism in the “middle ages”.
This happens to coincide with the time period that Mr. Guyenot
describes the “watering down” of European ethnic communities
and the Judeaification of Europe.

The Alchemical Processing of Humanity Through Public
Psychodrama

Mr. Guyenot seems to assert that the great flowering of
European civilization was a result of malign Jewish influence. I
would would contend that all we have to do is look at the
garbage created by Hollywood and the Jewish “entertainment
industry” today and compare it to when Jews did not yet have
power and still had to allow European genius and creativity an
outlet and it becomes clear that absolutely nothing good can be
attributed to Tikkun Olam and Jewish obsession with vengeance
and domination.

 

https://soundcloud.com/guns-and-butter-1/the-alchemical-processing-of-humanity-through-public-psychodrama-michael-hoffman-400
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81. Kak says:
@Priss Factor
> Europe was finally saved by the Germanic barbarians who
smashed the Romans to smithereens.

About the dumbest take I’ve ever read.

• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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82. Brosi says:
Tikkun Olam at its “finest”…

BlackRock's Larry Fink on ESG and Diversity Equity Inclusion: "You have to
force changes. It has to be imbued in the culture of a firm. Behaviors across
the entire firm in every region have to be similar, and every citizen of the firm
has to understand what are acceptable and… pic.twitter.com/nOWaDs7P7Y

— Wittgenstein (@backtolife_2023) June 4, 2023
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83. Charles Pewitt says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:27 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
How much sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is to have ungrateful
and thankless Jews?

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) Are Ungrateful
Creatures.

JOG Has Declared War On European Christendom and the
European Christian people wherever they are on the globe.

I Say The JEW/WASP Ruling Class Of The American Empire
Must Be Politically Decapitated

There is no doubt that JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG)
plotted to racially transform the United States — and many other
European Christian nations — by using mass immigration as a
demographic weapon. It is a historical fact that can’t be
disputed. I must add, however, that the legacy WASP Ruling
Class of the American Empire was a willing accomplice to JOG’s
demographic execution of America.

Treasonous WASP rodents were and are JOG’s willing
executioners of the Historic American Nation.

Mass legal immigration and mass illegal immigration increases
traffic congestion, spreads urban and suburban sprawl,
increases housing costs, lowers wages, swamps schools,
overwhelms hospitals, harms the environment and destroys
cultural cohesion.

The JEW QUESTION explained:

Jews form a nation within a nation everywhere they reside.
Can Jews ever be considered to be part of the larger nation
in which they reside when they are genetically and
culturally predisposed to put the interests of the Jew Nation
over and above the interests of the larger nations in which
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they reside?
 
Jew billionaire Larry Fink is using his control of the BlackRock
Organized Crime Syndicate(BROCS) to steal every damn thing
he can get his RAT JEW PAWS on and more. Trump, Biden and
all the rest of the bought and paid for politician whores are just
puppets for Jew billionaire Larry Fink.

Jew billionaire Larry Fink and the money-grubbing scum at the
evil BlackRock Organized Crime Syndicate have completely
captured the US federal government and they are using the
monetary policy extremism of the privately-controlled Federal
Reserve Bank to loot the citizens of the USA.

JEW BILLIONAIRE BLACKROCK CEO LARRY FINK IS THE
DEEP STATE OF THE AMERICAN EMPIRE

The rancid Republican Party led by Mitch McConnell and Kevin
McCarthy have crawled into bed with Larry Fink and BlackRock
and the evil and treasonous politician whores in the Republican
Party are doing everything in their power to drive housing costs
through the roof.

BlackRock Must Be Destroyed!

Larry Fink Must be Financially Liquidated!

Black Rock says they’re forcing behaviors to make sure their talent pool is
“diverse” attaching a point system to candidates who are not white men.

Which is what they mean. They’re demanding companies discriminate against
white men.

 pic.twitter.com/riK1k28hbj

— Ryan James Girdusky (@RyanGirdusky) June 5, 2023
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Rootless corporations, major financial institutions like BlackRock, and the
federal government are poised to fundamentally change the way Americans
live by separating them from property ownership. My latest column for
@ChroniclesMag. https://t.co/3nws33LYGn

— Pedro L. Gonzalez (@emeriticus) August 3, 2021

• Agree: Brosi, CelestiaQuesta
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84. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:28 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot
Well done, Laurent. Well done.

You completely gainsaid what I posted and resorted to the
Credentials fallacy and/or the Accomplishment fallacy, attached
to a snarky, insulting riposte.

But, you had no other options because the links I posted take
the intellectually curious reader to well documented Catholic
history.

Initially, I thought you had no idea about the facts owing to you
being ignorant about the issue but I no longer think that. The
material the links take one to are quite clear, well documented
and ought to be known by any person attempting to convince the
reader he is knowledgeable about what he is writing.

Now, I think you do know the facts but choose to lie to your
readers for your own reasons.

In the long run, your response has done far more than I ever
could to call into question everything you claim.

Luke 16 He that is faithful in that which is least, is faithful also in
that which is greater: and he that is unjust in that which is little, is
unjust also in that which is greater. 11 If then you have not been
faithful in the unjust mammon; who will trust you with that which
is the true? 12 And if you have not been faithful in that which is
another’s; who will give you that which is your own?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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85. Kak says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:28 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If Northern Europeans, Nords, and Germanics were so smort
then why haven’t they invented, developed or created anything
impressive or meaningful up until the 1500’s?

The Germanics didn’t destroy Rome either proven by multiple
reasonings and evidence. Likewise Germanics didn’t take to the
seas to look for trade opportunities in Asia. Germanics received
economic dividends from southerners. Germanics are blessed
with luck alone, luck in being furthest away from Asia and Africa
compared to other Europeans and thus avoiding any sort of
calamity, luck in having North Atlantic trade winds, luck in taking
advantage of brief southron decadence.

Now it’s time for germanics to suffer the decadence. We’re
already seeing it and it’s looking to be more disastrous than any
previous civilization. Out right population replacement with not a
single shot fired.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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86. Kak says:

@Priss Factor
Individualism is pointless for the many according to you. But do
you know what’s more pointless? Your comment and probably
every single comment and rambling on this board and the rest of
the internet. What difference will your comment make 100 years
from now?
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87. Charles Pewitt says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:36 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
DIVERSITY MEANS LESS WHITES OR NO WHITES

Anyone remember that evil rat Baby Boomer scumbag US Army
General Casey who thought so-called “diversity” was more
important than the dead soldiers killed by that US Army foreigner
skunk at Fort Hood?

General Casey, the Baby Boomer Leprechaun asshole who
started crying about so-called “diversity” before the smoke had
cleared from the weapon used by one of his so-called “diversity”
pets to kill a dozen or more and wound many others at Fort
Hood in Texas, and before the bodies were even cold, is a prime
example of the kind of disgusting White filth that worships s0-
called “diversity” like a new religion.

It is unfortunate that sleazebags such as that General George
Casey guy who played the crybaby game about “diversity”
possibly becoming a casualty of the Fort Hood Islamic Terror
Attack are allowed to retire with full pensions. I’d like to send that
Baby Boomer General Casey scumbag into exile in the middle of
Africa. Let that Baby Boomer Casey dirtbag enjoy some real
“diversity.”

General Casey: Loss of “Diversity” a greater tragedy at Fort
Hood(2009):

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/O8EITu5ZYo8
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88. Charles Pewitt says:
June 5, 2023 at 5:42 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Biden just named a Baby Boomer Black Supremacist Thug
named General Charles Q Brown to be the next chairman of the
Joint Chiefs Of Staff. General Charles Q Brown is a sleazy
product of the anti-White US Air Force.

ABOLISH THE US AIR FORCE IMMEDIATELY.

Fold the air force back into the US Army and be done with it.

Retired US Air Force General David Goldfein is a nutcake Baby
Boomer Jew who pushes anti-White “diversity.”

The Baby Boomer officers in the American Empire are mentally
deranged idiots.

The 2009 Ft. Hood Islamic terrorist US Army killer hadn’t even
finished shooting the Hell out of Fort Hood before that Baby
Boomer sonofabitch Gen. Casey was warning about any
damage to so-called “diversity.”

The sonofabitches renamed Fort Hood to boot. Northern WASP
turds made peace with the former Confederates because the
WASP turds wanted to use Southern martial spirits and soldiers
as a tool for overseas empire, but the present day turds in the
JEW/WASP Ruling Class of the American Empire throw away
sectional cordiality and comity to appease the anti-White
douchebags.

The US military needs General Andrew Jackson and General
George Washington, but we got Baby Boomer boneheads like
Goldfein in the Air Force and that absolute douchebag Casey
from the US Army and this Black Baby Boomer Bonehead
General Charles Q Brown.

Listen to this now retired air force Jew nutcake Baby Boomer
boob Goldfein:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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.@GenDaveGoldfein: "Celebration of #diversity and making sure we
understand the flesh colored band aids is not about being politically correct,
it's a warfighting imperative." pic.twitter.com/3qOhaLauxw

— U.S. Air Force (@usairforce) March 23, 2019

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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89. Reg Cæsar says:

June 5, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Vergissmeinnicht

Universal Healthcare perhaps works in Sweden (two random Swedes are as
close as 3rd or 4th cousins), but not in the UK (two random Britons are as
close as 11th cousins).

Aren’t a larger portion of Swedes born abroad, or of parents who
were? Wouldn’t Denmark or Finland be a better example?
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90. Brosi says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:00 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
People with a “European Heritage” have to ask themselves if
there ever was a time when their peoples were not under the
spell of malignant Judaism.

The Jewish director of the CDC, Rochelle Walensky, has been replaced by
Mandy Cohen, who is also Jewish. She said, “There’s so much of what I do
in the health and human services space that’s so aligned with Jewish
values of healing the world.”

https://religionnews.com/2020/09/17/mandy-cohen-the-chai-
charm-that-keeps-this-secretary-of-health-grounded-in-jewish-
values/

So if Jews are 2% of the population, the chance that the Yenta
Walensky would be replaced by the Yenta Cohen is:

(50% population female * 2% population jewish) ** 2 = .01%

The truth about what has been happening to European
Civilization is so blatant even NPR addicted NPC’s should be
able to see it.

Meanwhile, the Catholic Church has become a laughing stock
and the (black) Pope might as well just be a Rabbi. Anyone
trying to assert that the problem with European civilization is
Christianity is clearly barking up the wrong tree.
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91. Alden says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:10 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Fidelios Automata
Excuse me. The Old Testament Jewish law actually FORBIDS
marriage to a widowed in law.

But Jewish law MANDATES that if the widow is not the mother
of a living son, her brother in law gets the privilege of sleeping
with her until she gives birth to a son. Neither he nor she gets a
choice in the matter.

But marriage is forbidden.

Level of ignorance on this site never ceases to amaze. I thought
the wanna be Jew holy roller churches did a better job of
teaching the Jewish part of the Bible.

• Replies: @Anon
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92. June 5, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 800 Words   ↑
@Zumbuddi
Maybe I shouldn’t have posted that latter video, since it probably
distracts from my main point, namely that Joe Kennedy insisted
that his boys be educated in elite, extremely exclusive
Protestant/Episcopalian/crypto-Huguenot prep schools, against
the wishes of his Catholic wife:

As the 1920s ended and both John and Joe Jr. entered their teenage years,
their father assumed a key role in their educational development. Rose
had wanted her sons to attend a Catholic school, but Joe Sr. thought
that if they were to compete in the political world, they needed to be with
boys from prominent Protestant families. Only such a school, he felt,
could make his sons the kind of men he wanted them to be – and at the
same time, pave their path to Harvard.

–
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_F._Kennedy#Early_life_and_e
ducation

In September 1939, Kennedy began eighth grade at St. Paul’s School, an
elite Protestant private preparatory school for boys in Concord, New
Hampshire, that his father favored. Rose Kennedy was unhappy with the
school’s use of the Protestant Bible. After two months, she took
advantage of her ambassador husband’s absence from Boston and
withdrew Kennedy from St. Paul’s. She enrolled him in Portsmouth Priory
School, a Benedictine Catholic boarding school for boys in Portsmouth,
Rhode Island, which Kennedy attended for 8th through 10th grade.

–
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_F._Kennedy#St._Paul’s,_Po
rtsmouth_Priory,_and_Milton_Academy

As far as I know, the Kennedys were the only Irish-Catholics
who could afford and were allowed to attend Choate, et al. in
those days:

The decision to send the boys to private school, where they would be in closer
proximity to children of wealthy and connected families, reflected Mr. and Mrs.
Kennedy’s desire to prepare the boys for working within America’s elite social
circles. When John and Joe Jr. enrolled at Dexter, “Kennedy” was the
only Irish name listed on the roster.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_F._Kennedy#Early_life_and_education
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– https://archive.is/wr5VB#selection-731.1-731.345 or
https://www.nps.gov/articles/000/a-rise-to-prominence-john-f-
kennedy-s-patriarchal-lineage.htm

Choate means “completed or perfected in and of itself”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choate_(law) and maybe that’s why
the devoutly Catholic Justice Scalia was so “triggered” by the
word/name, since it perhaps reminded him of and he associated
it with Protestant rule and superiority, Catholic exclusion from
elite circles, etc.

Justice Scalia admonishes lawyer: “Choate ain’t a word”
 https://lawprofessors.typepad.com/legalwriting/2010/01/justice-

scalia-admonishes-lawyer-choate-aint-a-word.html or
https://archive.is/3s2y5

You know, the opposite of inchoate. Apparently Justice Scalia has been
grinding this axe since at least 1992 and “is disgusted by the term’s
faulty etymological basis.”

There are cultural connections between Huguenots and Jews,
but not genetic ones, as far as I know. Elon Musk also has some
Huguenot ancestry “mostly English descent, along with
Afrikaner (largely French Huguenot, Dutch, German, and
Belgian), Scottish, and German“:

https://archive.is/wr5VB#selection-731.1-731.345
https://www.nps.gov/articles/000/a-rise-to-prominence-john-f-kennedy-s-patriarchal-lineage.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choate_(law)
https://lawprofessors.typepad.com/legalwriting/2010/01/justice-scalia-admonishes-lawyer-choate-aint-a-word.html
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There are quite a few parallels between Jews and Huguenots (French
Protestants, some of whom fled France and settled in the Protestant parts of
Europe — including Prussia –, North America, etc.)

 […]
 Both Jews and Huguenots believe they are the direct decendants of the

twelve tribes of ancient Israel. To anyone outside these cultures the
appearance and customs of a Huguenot and a Jew would have seemed the
same and because of indifference and prejudice the majority communities
would probably had not made a any distinctions between the two groups.
They wore similar attire, they spoke with a strange colloquial accent different
from that of the native speaking populations of the host countries and shared
the same first names and surnames such as Jacob, Salomon, Sasine,
Sasiene, Saseen and Sass.

 […]
 I find it curious, and I don’t believe that it is entirely coincidental, that two

of the main critics of the centralized power of the European Union,
multiculturalism, and Muslim mass immigration into Europe, Thilo
Sarrazin and Nigel Farage, both have Huguenot ancestors

 […]
 The Jewish Question is a complicated matter, which I have written on at

length and researched in depth. I can’t go into all the details, but I think
Jewish ethnic networking and nepotism coupled with an above-average verbal
IQ and other genetic predispositions (see details below) is one of the
explanations for their great financial, academic, etc. success. I do not
begrudge them their success, but I think they are often taking it too far and
that causes understandable backlashes and resentments from the native
populations, that host them. You don’t find this with Huguenots, in my
experience, they (naturally) integrate more easily and more willingly into
their (Protestant) host cultures and countries.

– https://www.unz.com/article/two-cheers-for-trump-advisor-
mike-anton-he-has-the-right-enemies/?
showcomments#comment-1775364 February 22, 2017 at 9:34
pm GMT • 6.4 years ago • 1,600 Words

Siskel & Ebert vs. the WASPs
 https://www.unz.com/isteve/siskel-ebert-on-wasps/

https://www.unz.com/article/two-cheers-for-trump-advisor-mike-anton-he-has-the-right-enemies/?showcomments#comment-1775364
https://www.unz.com/isteve/siskel-ebert-on-wasps/
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• Troll: che guava
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93. Alden says:

@FKA Max
There should be a WTF button . WTF is your word salad about
and WTF is your point?
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94. Anon[289] • Disclaimer says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:36 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

Let’s think of the Christian Question as the reverse side of the Jewish
Question, if you like: How Christianity has watered down our blood instinct
and eroded our kin-based social structure, and thereby made us utterly
vulnerable to the manipulation and domination of the most intensively kin-
based people. Unless we Westerners humbly reflect on this question, we will
continue to pave the way to hell for our children, in the name of Jesus or
Democracy. Intensive kinship, I suggest, is the only way to survival. How? I’m
better in theory than in practice, so I’ll leave that question to others. But one
thing is certain: marriage was, is, and always will be the keystone of the social
edifice.

Very nice. Christians were seduced by the thought that the
whole world could become their potential family and mission
field. In theory it sounds good and far more attractive than
Jewish ethnic parochialism. The system failed due to the
Vatican’s addiction to Renaissance artists like Michelangelo
Rafael & Da Vinci. The money it spent patronizing these folks
plunged it into debt that forced it to scrounge up money via the
sale of indulgences that in turn triggered the Protestant
Reformation. As soon as the Vatican decided to turn itself into a
lavish museum it lost its way and destroyed the possibility of
Christian ideological solidarity. And the Protestantism that
replaced it dovetailed perfectly with Jewish notions of narrow
ethnocentrism parochialism and tribalism. And opened the way
for covert Jewish takeovers of Protestant societies.

The fracturing of Christendom also forced Catholics to turn to
Jewish bankers for loans to bailout their ever-growing debts. A
banking class originally created by the Catholics themselves.

Jews see all this as Divine Providence which forced them to
suffer under Edomite Catholicism for 1000 years until the
Crusades, when Christian solidarity began to rupture in favor of
the Jews.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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95. anonymous[465] • Disclaimer says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Like TUR hasn’t published a hundred of these tedious essays,
we get more of them every other day. What exactly is the
countless authors’ purpose, remains a mystery? It certainly isn’t
clearing up any of your minds.

Can’t you all see the truth of your wretched existence? Amidst
all the exultation of worldly accomplishments, what you all
remain are of the pagan godless or the truly godless. It has been
so for the entirety of albino civilisation.

For this godlessness you will all burn. Perhaps the righteous
amongst you—a minuscule number no doubt—may be shown
some mercy, but for rejecting the One and only, none (well,
99.999%) of you will ever witness Paradise. God willing.

What is the need for tomes and tomes of such civilisational
analysis? You aren’t looking for answers where it will actually
mean anything?

Why does Christianity need to be this convoluted? Why aren’t
we praying directly to the God of Christ, without pagan heresies
such as “son of god”? And, so on.

96. che guava says:
@Anymike
So, though hiding it under lines about guilds, you, as a self-
recognised mediocrity, make a strong argument for mediocrasy.

Funny, that.
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97. Anon[289] • Disclaimer says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:41 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden

But marriage is forbidden.

In the case you discuss it’s not forbidden but it is mandatory. It’s
called Levirate marriage or yibum in Hebrew. The brother-in-law
can refuse to do it in a ceremony called chalitza but it’s
considered more honorable to go ahead and marry the childless
widowed sister-in-law. Here’s a pretty good popular movie about
it:
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98. Joe Levantine says:
June 5, 2023 at 6:52 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
[Individualism of mediocrity is nothing.]

Would that explain the flurry of tattoos and facial mutilations with
pieces of metal among the younger generations of White
Europeans?

I do find that the supposedly lack of individualism that is
attributed to the followers of strong fascist leaders to be a
healthier phenomenon since the collective energy of the
followers could be harnessed by the leadership into some
positive energy that could defend the nation state or materialise
the building of mega projects.

I do wonder if fascism could have been a cure to the social
excesses of the church policies that whittled away at the
erstwhile tribalism of Western societies which was their best
chance to keep the nefarious influence of some Jews at bay.

• Replies: @Mefobills
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99. @Kak

A decaying civilization needs to be smashed for something new
to grow. It’s like an old forest must burn down to make for new
sprouts and healthy trees.

Barbarism is like that fire. It clears away the dead wood, and
Roman Empire had turned into dead wood and degeneration.
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100. Rurik says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:05 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Unintended Consequence

This is an inaccurate statement. Russia is strongly anti colonial and anti
white right now.

hmm..

what, by the way is wrong with being anti colonial? Unless it’s
supposed to be retroactive, which perhaps, Russia does do
some virtue signaling along those lines, and yes, it’s ugly.

embrace all things Eastern and Muslim, eschew all things Anglo Saxon and
Jewish.

While I have nothing against the Anglo Saxon or Jewish people,
those regimes (today’s Perfidious and ZOG), are the main
menace to the world’s people. Why wouldn’t Russia (and
everyone else) condemn today’s English (and all other ZOG)
governments with every breath they take?

to their Muslim brothers.

when Putin came to power, ZOG, (John McCain and others)
were doing all in their power to turn Chechnya into a hotbed of
radical Islamic terrorism, and just one more way ZOG was
menacing Russia. Putin turned the Muslims into friends and
allies. The move of a great statesman and leader.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rurik
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Wether Christian, communist or globohomo, the uniting of people across
ethnic, racial, religious and national boundaries to consolidate power
continues.

Assuming you’re talking about Russia, I see no evidence of
embracing communists, and certainly zero evidence of
embracing Globohomo. Putin has railed against Globohomo
often and forcefully.

Which is one more reason I like him.

Putin and Orban probably did share similar views on strengthening ethnic and
national ties but Putin and the Russians may have moved from that position
permanently.

https://cdn.images.express.co.uk/img/dynamic/78/590x/secondary/Ramzan-Kadyrov-with-Putin-905892.jpg
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Orban is the leader of a more or less white, Christian nation.
Russia on the other hand is a multi-ethnic and multi-religious
entity. With Asians and Muslims and Christians and others.

Why wouldn’t Putin want all people who consider themselves
Russian, to get along?

I’ve never been to Russia, (yet), but I doubt you see every
commercial or billboard featuring a white woman with a non-
white man. Or vice-versa. I think the white Russians are quite
content to remain white Russians, and the same for the Muslims
and others. What’s wrong with that?

I’d advocate the same thing here in Murka. I’d advocate that
everyone respect everyone else, with a normal and healthy
preference for their own kind.

Why not?
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101. nokangaroos says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:06 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@laranonymous1
I hold as many feminists have read Das Mutterrecht (J. J.
Bachofen 1869)

 as baizuo have read Das Kapital (with much less excuse,
because

 it is eminently readable; I recommend Konrad Lorenz´ On
Aggression 1966 –

 it does not overtax the female attention span; of course Eybl-
Eibesfeldt is better

 but the newer editions have been Bowdlerized too).
 “Patriarchy” is in essence male slavery necessitated by

agriculture;
 all those oooh male dances are primitive in the literal sense –

that´s the reason
 they appeal to the ladies. There is no difference between a

Cossack playing with
 his shashka, a Papua donning bird of paradise feathers and a

boar tusk in the nose
 and the zoot, pimp and thug fashions of the local jogger.

 These things cannot sustain a civilization (Lorenz calls it
“mousegreying of the

 male” as a necessary prerequiste for curbing intraspecific
aggression; Schopenhauer

 already famously made fun of the idea of the female as the
“beautiful sex” but without

 understanding the underlying mechanisms).

If you want to live as a jogger among joggers go ahead – just not
on my continent.
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102. Joe Levantine says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:11 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
[Eastern Roman Empire survived and slowly rotted away.]

Not according to the writer of this article who rightly argues that
the Byzantium’s fall, after having survived from 333 AD to 1453
AD, was precipitated by the fourth crusade that seemingly lost
the compass to Jerusalem and went on an orgy of looting of the
greatest civilisation that was Constantinople. I would not qualify
the Ottoman invaders as savages but their occupation did not so
far create the new beginning that would build on the vestiges of
the ravaged social order of Constantinople. Had the Russians
played the role of the Ottomans and occupied Asia Minor, your
theory would have been more likely.
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103. Dismas says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:16 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot
Actually, Eastern Orthodoxy does have an ancient and
sophisticated tradition of depth psychology, it just is virtually
unknown, in either Western Christianity, or the large section of
the Eastern church that has unfortunately fallen under modern
western intellectual influence.

 Try reading “The Spiritual Unconscious” by Jean- Claude
Larchet (copyright 2020/Alexander Press)-

 originally published in French as L’inconscient spirituel (Cerf,
Paris 2005)-if you can find a copy- for a concise one volume
introduction to the topic.
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104. CelestiaQuesta says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:16 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Since most blacks today have no idea who their father is, I
would suspect there is a large segment of inbreeding taking
place as observed by their mutant type deformities and extreme
violent behaviors taking place than at any time in recorded
history.

What we have learned here is to accept new and sub-mutant
protective classes that soon become real subhuman elements of
society.

Between obesity, inbreeding, drug related physical and mental
mutations, k12 GlobalHomo & anti-white indoctrination, CRT, rap
music, mass media brainwashing etc., civilization as we once
knew will soon become a self fulfilling destructive prophecy
within one or two more generations.

I can only imagine the amount of perversion and degradation
that will be become common treats of a once wise and
prosperous society.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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105. che guava says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:17 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
Err, Alden,

It is word salad, but the closing part makes it clear that it’s about
how FKAmax is a loyal Jew and loves cheap Jewish humour to
ridicule non-Jews.

I’ve never watched ‘Siskel and Ebert’ and am not about to start
now, but the still photo seems to say enough.

As for buttons, I long ago suggested ‘LOL with’ and ‘LOL at’, but
see that it makes the screen too crowded, same for a ‘WTF’
button.

• Replies: @FKA Max
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
106. anastasia says:

June 5, 2023 at 7:22 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Christianizing of Europe brought about the height of
Western Civilization.

 You see it even in those southern races who have been
Christianized. They are usually more intelligent and more
orderly. Through the grace of God (grace given to some, but not
all) God wil endow that man with the inward five wits: wit”,
“imagination”, “fantasy”, “estimation”, and “memory”.
Shakespeare, a Catholic during the time of the great
“Commotion”, and one of the greatest writer of the English
language refers to these gifts given to man via the grace of God.

The author is a half-wit

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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107. Laurent Guyénot says:
June 5, 2023 at 7:29 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Incisive One

it is an attack on Christianity, an attack on God.

I wonder. Perhaps Christianity is an attack on God. I mean, the
sociopathic god of Israel’s ridiculous claim to have created the
universe is the greatest blasphemy, the grossest insult to the
divinity. Do you seriously believe that Yahweh is God?

• Replies: @nokangaroos
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
108. Laurent Guyénot says:

@Dismas

Eastern Orthodoxy does have an ancient and sophisticated tradition of depth
psychology,

I suppose that has to do with the fact that Orthodoxy kept in
touch with platonism (as opposed to Catholic Aristotelian
scholastics),

Jean-Claude Larchet, L’inconscient spirituel (Cerf, Paris 2005)

Great! I’ll get it. Thanks.

• Replies: @Italus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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109. Laurent Guyénot says:
@Brosi

Mr. Guyenot seems to assert that the great flowering of European civilization
was a result of malign Jewish influence.

What? You must confuse me with another Mr. Guyénot.

• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
110. June 5, 2023 at 7:40 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

@Joe Levantine
Look, by the time the Crusaders came around, Byzantium was a
mere shadow of its former self.

It had no energy, no inspiration. Just corruption, intrigue, and
religious oppression.

If Byzantium had retained its grandeur, it wouldn’t have lost the
Holy Land to the Muslims. It would have withstood the third rate
Crusader force.

In fact, there was little left but the city itself.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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111. June 5, 2023 at 7:44 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Incisive One
Western mytho-spirituality should have grown from strains of
Athena-ism, but the Greeks ruined themselves and then later the
lowlife Romans took the Greek gods and vulgarized them.

The Peloponnesian War destroyed what Greece could have
been. Pettiness won out over the grand vision and the Greeks
spiraled into a morass of squabbles that prevented any unity.

Christianity spread sanctimony throughout the West, and I can’t
stand sanctimony. All this holier-than-thou crap that is also the
basis of ‘wokeness’.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
112. Poupon Marx says:

@Alden
Jews specialize in gibberish that vaguely resembles coherence.

• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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113. Anon[317] • Disclaimer says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:01 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
Why do we need a long and convoluted analysis when it’s
obvious from the get-go that Christianity is hostile to human
community. That’s because of its pernicious foundational
teaching of original sin that claims humans are to blame for
being born into a world of suffering and mortality. This is the
ultimate blame the victim mentality and it’s the default view of
Christianity. In brief Christianity is unable to inculcate any form of
healthy self-respect for one’s self or one’s family tribe or nation
because it teaches that humans are inherently depraved.
(Calvinists are even worse.)

I imagine the Vatican would prefer a world of seven billion
impoverished hovel dwellers, like the barrios of Latin America or
Philippines, where every one of them is a tithing Catholic, to the
current situation. The Catholic Church is the main driver of
human mediocrity race mixing and global impoverishment.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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114. June 5, 2023 at 8:08 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Alden
See above comment: https://www.unz.com/article/watered-
down-blood/#comment-5995510

Plus, the First Amendment United States
https://www.unz.com/isteve/jobs-ranked-by-iq-guess-whats-1/?
showcomments#comment-5940753 and “Freedom of Speech
and Thought” refuges/safe spaces
https://www.unz.com/jthompson/minds-and-professions/?
showcomments#comment-5956933 like the Unz Review, for
example, probably wouldn’t exist without Huguenots:

The exodus of Huguenots from France created a brain drain, as many of
them had occupied important places in society. The kingdom did not fully
recover for years. The French crown’s refusal to allow non-Catholics to settle
in New France may help to explain that colony’s low population compared to
that of the neighboring British colonies, which opened settlement to religious
dissenters. By the start of the French and Indian War, the North American
front of the Seven Years’ War, a sizeable population of Huguenot descent
lived in the British colonies, and many participated in the British defeat
of New France in 1759–1760.

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huguenots#Effects

The Huguenots supplied the colonies with excellent physicians and expert
artisans and craftsmen. For example, Irénée du Pont brought his expertise for
making gunpowder learned from the eminent Lavoisier; and Apollo Rivoire, a
goldsmith, was the father of Paul Revere, master silversmith and renowned
patriot. George Washington, himself, was the grandson of a Huguenot on
his mother’s side. The Huguenots adapted themselves readily to the New
World.

– https://archive.is/bGxoH#selection-571.453-571.902 or
https://www.huguenotsocietyofamerica.org/history/huguenot-
history/

https://www.unz.com/article/watered-down-blood/#comment-5995510
https://www.unz.com/isteve/jobs-ranked-by-iq-guess-whats-1/?showcomments#comment-5940753
https://www.unz.com/jthompson/minds-and-professions/?showcomments#comment-5956933
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huguenots#Effects
https://archive.is/bGxoH#selection-571.453-571.902
https://www.huguenotsocietyofamerica.org/history/huguenot-history/
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Other descendents of Huguenots included Jack Jouett, who made the ride
from Cuckoo Tavern to warn Thomas Jefferson and others that Tarleton and
his men were on their way to arrest him for crimes against the king; Reverend
John Gano https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Gano a Revolutionary War
chaplain and spiritual advisor to George Washington; Francis Marion; and
a number of other leaders of the American Revolution and later statesmen.

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huguenots#North_America

“Without freedom of thought there can be no such thing as
wisdom & no such thing as public liberty without freedom
of speech” – Benjamin Franklin
https://www.unz.com/jthompson/minds-and-professions/?
showcomments#comment-5957922
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115. Alden says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:10 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
I know it’s levictus and it’s absolutely disgusting. Marriage to
brother’s widow forbidden but he gets to f..k her till she has a
baby boy. Leah and Rachel. Wasn’t that some evil old coot who
contracted 7 years indentured servitude in exchange for
marriage to daughter A? And when it came time for the wedding
the evil old coot swathed daughter B in robes and veils? Then
idiot son in law did another 7 years indentured servitude to get
the one he really wanted daughter A?

Check out the story of Dinah for a tale of Jewish honor and
morals. I doubt any of it ever happened. Just genocidal
homicidal pornography or lie cheat and steal brings success and
the approval of G d.

• Agree: Druid55
• Troll: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @Anon, @nokangaroos, @the Man Behind the
Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
116. mike99588 says:

@Jim Bob Lassiter
Marrying siblings of deceased spouses in 19th century america
was common enough.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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117. Anon[295] • Disclaimer says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:17 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot

Mr. Guyenot seems to assert that the great flowering of European
civilization was a result of malign Jewish influence.

What? You must confuse me with another Mr. Guyénot.

Guyenot, thou dost protest too much. The commenter means
that Christianity caused Europe to flower but you claim it’s in
reality a malign Jewish influence. No need for a PhD in
Philosophy to follow his point.

• Thanks: Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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118. June 5, 2023 at 8:33 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@che guava
Wrong and ‘LOL at’… You have no clue what you are talking
about.

The Curley Effect Versus the Kennedy Effect
 https://www.unz.com/isteve/the-curley-effect-versus-the-

kennedy-effect/?showcomments#comment-1619098
 “Curley’s motivation is clear. In his six mayoral races between

1913 and 1951, he represented the poorest and most ethnically
distinct of Boston’s Irish. The city’s Brahmins despised him
because of his policies, his corruption, and his rhetoric, and
always worked to block his victory. Curley’s expected share
of Boston’s vote was, to a first approximation, strictly increasing
in the share of poor Irish among the Bostonians. Unsurprisingly,
he tried to turn Boston into a city that would elect him.

 […]
A complement to the concept of the Curley Effect would be the
Kennedy Effect honoring Ted Kennedy’s repeated efforts to
import more Irishmen to vote for Kennedys in American
elections.”

#Real Thick Accent: Two Boston Brahmins 
 “A rare and declining upper-class American accent belonging to

the legendary Boston Brahmins, recorded Summer 1985.”

https://www.unz.com/isteve/the-curley-effect-versus-the-kennedy-effect/?showcomments#comment-1619098
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• Replies: @Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
119. anon[132] • Disclaimer says:

@Vergissmeinnicht
So you are you saying that centralization/central
planning/collectivism is individualistic? I.e. women are married to
the state, they and their children are provided for by the state,
not their husband/family?

• Replies: @Vergissmeinnicht
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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120. Alden says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:40 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
The men of UNZ are knowledgeable about European history and
realize the author is full of animosity towards Catholicism. His
theological and sociology theories are wrong but to his bigoted
mind reasonable. But he’s absolutely wrong that the Popes ruled
the warlords dukes barons the emperors or the farmers
mercantile, tradesmen and businessmen of medieval Europe.

I recommend 4 google searches to refute this article. Googol’s
not a great university library but you’ll find enough to refute the
author.

1 Conflicts Pope of Rome Holy Roman Emperors 900AD to
1700AD

2 Avignon Papacy That’s when Kings of France kept Pope under
palace arrest in France for decades.

3 Sack of Rome 1529

That’s the reason Henry 8 left Rome and founded his own
religion. Pope couldn’t grant Henry his divorce. Because Pope
was under house arrest by Charles 5 Holy Roman Emperor.
Who was the same Person as Charles 1 King of Spain and its
vast overseas territories.

Charles 5&1 and his German troops massacred thousands
during the 1529 sack of Rome. And stayed for more than a
decade. When Henry requested a papal divorce, Charles 5&1
informed Pope that if Pope granted divorce the Sack and
massacres would be repeated worse than before. So much for
Charles 1 His Most Catholic Majesty

4 Napoleon Bonaparte captures Rome and kidnaps the Pope.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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121. Anon[377] • Disclaimer says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:52 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
You really sound like an idiot. The levirate marriage is one of the
more merciful laws in the old testament. A woman whose
husband dies leaving her childless is in horrible predicament. It
will be hard for her to get remarried because she’s a widow
without a dowry and she has no one to support her. Marriage to
a brother-in-law was a great act of mercy. He would provide for
her and grant her dignity and self-respect. As well as children
who can provide for her in her old age. Maybe you’re just a
dishonorable old fggt and can’t recognize the virtue of this
institution.

Most reasonable people see Jacob’s willingness to work 14
years for the privilege of marrying the woman he really loved as
a sign of genuine love and devotion. Only a twisted old fggt
could somehow see this in a sinister light.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @Alden, @Alden, @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
122. LOL. Is this a hoax?

America Is Headed Toward Collapse
 History shows how to stave it off.

 By Peter Turchin

https://archive.is/4MqIr#selection-557.0-573.13
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123. nokangaroos says:
@Alden
That´s the salient point – from the Beginning the Yahu favors the
vagrant

 chicken thief (Abel) over the hardworking farmer (Cain); and so
on through

 all the patriarchs. The Calvinists have internalized that rather
well.

• Thanks: Alden
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124. laranonymous1 says:
June 5, 2023 at 8:57 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@nokangaroos
Your taxing my attention span because I really have no idea
what your going on about. Europa is feminine, by their culture of
dance you can tell it was not masculine ruled, the God must
have been feminine. Europa being unique in the world of male
dominated culture and religion. But the male form becomes
grotesque at some point and must now be covered with a leaf or
anything. I wonder what happened to them? Not Europa
customs. You would think reading a short comment couldn’t be
so confusing and taxing it’s not like a book.

https://www.bing.com/images/search?
view=detailV2&ccid=KE7yh0sz&id=D4CA6D60253FF0415D8E0
E80355F6CD1C4FB914F&thid=OIP.KE7yh0szQjOcOb2d-
kauSQHaJH&mediaurl=https%3a%2f%2fi.pinimg.com%2forigina
ls%2f7f%2f4c%2f7d%2f7f4c7d95f6272a523e0bf3536b86c88c.jp
g&cdnurl=https%3a%2f%2fth.bing.com%2fth%2fid%2fR.284ef2
874b3342339c39bd9dfa46ae49%3frik%3dT5H7xNFsXzWADg%
26pid%3dImgRaw%26r%3d0&exph=3014&expw=2448&q=statu
e+of+david&simid=608026992927066592&FORM=IRPRST&ck
=4A55226615AEF8F269224D139B4C77B5&selectedIndex=0&i
dpp=overlayview&ajaxhist=0&ajaxserp=0

The Revenge of Dinah’s Brothers
 …24All the men who went out of the city gate listened to Hamor

and his son Shechem, and every male of the city was
circumcised. 25Three days later, while they were still in pain, two
of Jacob’s sons (Dinah’s brothers Simeon and Levi) took their
swords, went into the unsuspecting city, and slaughtered every
male. 26They killed Hamor and his son Shechem with their
swords, took Dinah out of Shechem’s house, and went away.…

https://biblehub.com/genesis/34-25.htm

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=laranonymous1
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=KE7yh0sz&id=D4CA6D60253FF0415D8E0E80355F6CD1C4FB914F&thid=OIP.KE7yh0szQjOcOb2d-kauSQHaJH&mediaurl=https%3a%2f%2fi.pinimg.com%2foriginals%2f7f%2f4c%2f7d%2f7f4c7d95f6272a523e0bf3536b86c88c.jpg&cdnurl=https%3a%2f%2fth.bing.com%2fth%2fid%2fR.284ef2874b3342339c39bd9dfa46ae49%3frik%3dT5H7xNFsXzWADg%26pid%3dImgRaw%26r%3d0&exph=3014&expw=2448&q=statue+of+david&simid=608026992927066592&FORM=IRPRST&ck=4A55226615AEF8F269224D139B4C77B5&selectedIndex=0&idpp=overlayview&ajaxhist=0&ajaxserp=0
https://biblehub.com/genesis/34-25.htm
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125. nokangaroos says:

@Laurent Guyénot
Still it´s somewhat less blasphemous than the earnest Jewish
belief that

 God is subject to the Word of their rebbe – but point well taken.
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126. Alden says:
June 5, 2023 at 9:03 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
So what? WTF do French Protestants have to do with the article
being discussed. You seem to admire the French Protestants.
So admire them. Submit an article about them to Ron. He’ll
probably publish it.

But French Protestants weren’t around till about the 1530s. And
completely irrelevant to medieval popes.

I’m related to both Paul Revere and many founders signers of
the Declaration of Independence and the man who financed the
Mayflower. And by financing the Mayflower freed his insane
wanna be jew Plymouth Brothers from the clutches of the
Virginia Company.

Who are you to lecture me about my ancestors? Hundreds of
them have Wikipedia entries. Including sir Walter Raleigh and
Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s Mother . She is my direct ancestor by her
first marriage.,

My WASP credentials are second to none. So ESAD. I
extremely admire the Catholics and extremely despise the
Protestants. From the reformation/destruction to the present this
year. A further manifestation of the superiority of Roman
Catholicism to wanna be Jew Protestants is the state of the
absolutely dreadful Puritan Protestant established public schools
of America. Compared to the absolutely superior catholic
schools.

Yes, there still are some Protestant private and church schools.
Many preach homo gender bending. The rest are southern
hillbilly holy roller schools that preach Judaism and Zionism,

Go read your Jewish bible and wank away at the rape homicides
genocides treason and treachery

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Alden
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• LOL: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @nokangaroos, @FKA Max
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127. @Poupon Marx

Jews are masters of sacro-speak. Gotta give them that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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128. Vergissmeinnicht says:

June 5, 2023 at 9:55 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anon
Are you confused or just trolling?

What people colloquially call “Socialism”/”Social Democracy”
can only work if a country’s people is relatively inbred. Because
you do not feel that your tax went to ‘strangers’, but to ‘family’.

 Naturally, if a country’s people is too inbred, the Welfare State
just cannot function at all – too much corruption!

Fun fact: It is no coincidence that “The Mafia” comes from
Southern Italy – Southern Italians are a relatively collectivistic
people.

BTW, see this too: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajnal_line
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129. nokangaroos says:
June 5, 2023 at 9:58 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
Good point – the Huguenots made Prussia great but also
allowed the Jews to

 take over …
 but from personal experience in the alpine reservations that

survived the
 Counterreformation because road access was precarious until

the 1850s –
 hah, I love it! Not only does every hamlet have its own crossbow

range –
 in one of the better known towns (won´t doxx them) the pastor

told his herd
 that as a matter of Christian charity they had to take in more

fugees upon
 which the congregation went on strike until he was replaced

• Replies: @FKA Max
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130. Alden says:

@Anon
Read Leviticus again. Marriage forbidden sex just fine. And no
obligation to support either the widow or any children. And WTF
does the Jewish Bible sex laws have to do with the article’s
claims about catholic Popes?

Shouldn’t be out raising money to send to Israel?

• Replies: @Anon
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131. June 5, 2023 at 10:10 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Alden
How charming, you must be making your protestant ancestors
really proud with your papist clap-trap…

So what? [What] do French Protestants have to do with the article being
discussed.

I have extensively written and researched about the topics of
this article, and how those geno-cultural influences created
Huguenots, et al.: differences in high brain Dopamine COMT-
Met population allele frequencies
https://www.unz.com/article/yes-leather-apron-club-jews-do-
have-higher-average-iq-and-they-are-more-ethnocentric/?
showcomments#comment-5790288 & differences in high brain
Serotonin MAO-A (mostly 3-repeat allele) population allele
frequencies https://www.unz.com/jthompson/not-unreasonable/?
showcomments#comment-5898142

 The following is pretty much the reason and explains why low-
activity MAO-A is less prevalent in “more civilized”
Northwestern-European (Catholic and Protestant)-derived
populations:

https://www.unz.com/article/yes-leather-apron-club-jews-do-have-higher-average-iq-and-they-are-more-ethnocentric/?showcomments#comment-5790288
https://www.unz.com/jthompson/not-unreasonable/?showcomments#comment-5898142
https://web.archive.org/web/20220216180913im_/https://www.science.org/cms/10.1126/science.aau5141/asset/0e7a810a-9ee5-4a28-b309-168c6554f68b/assets/graphic/366_aau5141_fa.jpeg
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Image Source: https://www.unz.com/jthompson/not-
unreasonable/?showcomments#comment-5896590

“A centralized European power (mainly cousin marriage
bans of the Catholic Church) is actually what caused
decentralized European power(s) (mainly the Reformation
and then the American Colonies)” –
https://www.unz.com/isteve/why-was-much-of-the-non-
european-world-stagnating-well-before-1492/?
showcomments#comment-5333741

https://web.archive.org/web/20220216180913im_/https://www.science.org/cms/10.1126/science.aau5141/asset/0e7a810a-9ee5-4a28-b309-168c6554f68b/assets/graphic/366_aau5141_fa.jpeg
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132. Alden says:

@FKA Max
WTF does 20th century Boston Mass USA Mayor elections have
to do with the article about medieval Popes in Europe? Did you
read the article?
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133. When you have a dumb department, you end up with dumb
people.

https://www.thecentersquare.com/washington/article_dcab1fb2-
ff4d-11ed-8477-072d4a13d62b.html

——————

Jews are funny this way. They champion the immigrants and
then let Negroes do pogroms on immigrant business.

https://thepostmillennial.com/san-francisco-is-worse-than-
afghanistan-immigrant-store-owner-begs-city-for-help-amid-
theft-epidemic

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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134. Alden says:
June 5, 2023 at 10:36 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Anon
Most honest moral decent people see the evil old coot’s
cheating Jacob by disguising the wrong daughter as the epitome
of Jewish chicanery and evil. If you admire that you’re as
crooked criminal and evil as the Old Testament jews.

Lie cheat steal kill slaughter have sex with your daughters, kick
your slave Hagar and your own first born baby son out into the
desert to starve and die sell brother Joseph into slavery
slaughter all the Egyptian baby boys and toddlers loot their
treasury that’s the lessons of the Jewish Bible.

Shalt not bear False witness is one of the commandments.
False witness is lying. By falsifying daughter B as daughter A to
chest Issac, wasn’t that evil old coot committing a sin??? Surely
fraud. Issac shoulda sued for breach of contract; which was
what the evil old coot did. Fraud misrepresentation breach of
contract and a host of other contractual crimes.

WTF are you trying to do? Convert me to Judaism? Convince
me that rape incest enslavement fraud breach of contract
murder genocide slaughter of all Egyptian baby and toddler boys
theft fraud lying cheating and stealing are virtues? One of
Moses’ lines to the troops after a battle. “ Did you kill them all?
Go back and kill them all including the little ones”

Judith and Jael Jewish prostitutes who slept with the general of
the enemy armies. And killed both generals. Or how the Jews
won their wars; treachery.

The Jewish Bible. Just chapter after chapter of murder treachery
treason genocide rape incest.

• Agree: Druid55
• Replies: @Druid55, @gay troll
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135. Prester John says:

June 5, 2023 at 10:39 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo
“Materialists, Nietzschiests, psycho-evo and Darwinists cannot
understand any of it, because they don’t see anything besides
matter.”

Science itself deals with the physical, in this case material,
universe. Those who practice science, whether physicists,
chemists, biologists, astronomers etc. can only describe the
physical universe. Which is one reason why the “debate”
between science and religion is essentially a non-starter (“non-
overlapping magisteria” as the late evolutionary biologist,
Stephen J. Gould, put it).
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136. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
June 5, 2023 at 10:54 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
Joe Kennedy was embarrassed by his ethnic Catholicism, felt
small and insignificant vis a vis the WASPS and so he
abandoned his faith and taught his kids to do the same.

The old fool even had his boys get him women to commit
adultery with.

JFK cultivated the Catholic vote and then turned on his
supporters and

 supported the eugenics program directed at blacks and his boy
Sergeant Shriver directed money to inner-city gangs as head of
the Office of Economic Opportunity.

Mark 8 For what shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole world,
and suffer the loss of his soul?

American Catholic Bishops abandoned the inner city ethic
neighborhoods to get money from the Feds and the Foundations
– Rockefeller, Ford etc – as they were suckered into the Civil
Rights Model of the gina fraud MLK who was used by men far
more intelligent than he.

Ethnic warfare based on ethic religions with the Jews Quakers
and Protestants eager to destroy the budding and building
strength of the Catholic Church in America centers in the ethnic
– Irish, Polish, German, Lithuanian etc – neighborhoods in the
north.

The Quakers were devious and conspired with WASP and
Jewish power to subvert the ethnic neighborhoods and although
they always blabbered abut democracy the ethnic catholic
neighborhoods were never told of the plans of the powerful to
destroy their unity via “integration” which the ethnic black
protestants wanted about as much as ethnic Catholics

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Mick+Jagger+Gathers+No+Mosque
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137. nokangaroos says:

June 5, 2023 at 11:01 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
I do not take Turchin´s cycles blah blah at face value but his
basic idea of

 “elite overproduction” as the driver of revolutions is at least
plausible.

 Where he is wrong is the New Deal – whatever attributed to it
that did work

 was already instituted by Hoover; only the war economy (unlike
in Germany)

 ended the Great Depression, and the postwar prosperity was
due to a

 war dividend of liberated German patents and the fact that all
the competition

 was bombed flat (both of which ran out in the 1970s) i.e. it was
never going to last.

 Socialism alone will not even theoretically work, but that´s
probably the price he paid

 for being published in a libtard rag.

• Replies: @Priss Factor
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138. Italus says:
June 5, 2023 at 11:04 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot
Aquinas, the great scholastic, was also the great synthesizer.
Notwithstanding he baptized Aristotelianism, there is more than
enought Platonism in Aquinas, who…inter alia… said the
Natural Law is man’s participation in the Eternal Law.

If you’re basing your arguments against Chrisitanity on an
irreconcilable conflict between Plato and Aristotle, with neo-
Platonism as the dominant Western Philosophy over any
scholasticism, thats another reason to ignore your historical
animosity against the Catholic faith.

You should read and contemplate the book Logos Rising by E.
M. Jones, which includes a historicism more grounded in truth
than yours.
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139. CelestiaQuesta says:
June 5, 2023 at 11:08 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rurik
Most here agree that it’s not a coincidence that the illegitimate
biden regime’s cabinet and appointees are made up Jews,
homo’s, Magik Negroz and CultMarx communist WASP’s.

What we don’t seem to agree upon is how to eliminate this
threat now vital to the survival of our nation and whites as a
species.

They’ve dangled J6 patriots before us as a warning should we
step out of line and send us away. I wonder how they’ll react
when they see two million of us fully armed heading down the
highway towards DC.

That day is coming sooner than later.
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140. follyofwar says:

@Twin Ruler
It may also help to explain why so many disaffected Americans
are praying for a Russian victory over the decadent West.
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141. @nokangaroos

I ask because I’ve read articles almost exactly alike. The elite
over-production is an old old idea.

 It’s almost like an AI version of Turchin or some other
‘respectable’ thinker. Lots of ‘big’ ideas but won’t discuss the
heart of the matter.
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142. June 5, 2023 at 11:56 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque

Mark 8 For what shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole world, and suffer the
loss of his soul?

Alternative WASP, Huguenot, et al. version:

For what shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole [future afterlife
then], [but] suffer the loss of his [and to him sacred home
country, citizens and culture by alien invasion and
overpopulation in the here and now]?

The Meaning of Life (4/11) Movie CLIP – Protestants and
French Ticklers (1983)

Every Sperm is Sacred – Monty Python’s The Meaning of
Life
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143. Richard B says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:01 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot
Thank you for these interesting essays Mr. Guyénot. Though I
would like to challenge a point or two found in both essays,
please keep in mind that it is coming from a reader and admirer
of your work. I think something of great value can be derived
from these two essays, once these points are met head on. So
to that I shall turn. But first, two related quotes from your essay.

In “The Failed Empire”, I have argued that the medieval papacy is responsible
for the failure of Europe to reach political unity under German leadership in
the medieval period… That the papacy is to praise or to blame for it is hardly
in question.

Here I will argue that the medieval papacy is responsible for the creation of
the modern Western individual, that rootless man obsessed by his own
salvation, identity, and self-realization. I will not deny that Western
individualism has produced an exceptional harvest of geniuses in all fields of
human culture, and unleashed an unprecedented outpouring of creativity.
That, I think, is undeniable. And perhaps it was worth it. I will simply argue
that the pathological—and contagious—stage that Western individualism has
reached today is the end-result of a program of de-socialization written by the
Roman papacy.

Perhaps it would be best for me to first put my response in
question form.

Is not reducing European man* and his entire history to a single
causal force, the medieval papacy, emanating from a single
social institution, the Church too simplistic and reductive?

Or, to put it somewhat differently, Is it not possible that a more
adequate explanation would be pluralistic and not governed by a
single causal force?

Of course, we could reduce our response to anything to a single
causal force if we wanted to. But it wouldn’t make it true. Though
it very well may point in an interesting direction worth exploring,
as it does in the case of your two essays. Nevertheless, it would

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Richard+B
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still mean that such a response was an individual historian’s
interpretation of the documents they used to write their book,
essay, or article.

The point I wish to make is that responses to history are
controlled by the interests of the responder, simply because the
response to anything is controlled by the interests of the
responder. So there can be no such thing as historical truth.
Which means it could be said with equal justice that it’s not at all
true that the cause of Europe’s failure to achieve political unity is
due to the medieval papacy.

Of course, as with memory, human perception itself is selective
(since no one responds to, or remembers, everything). So I am
not saying that simplifying a complex matter is bad. Of course
not. In fact, it’s necessary. I’m just saying that reducing any
historical subject to a single causal force may very well turn out
to be a judgement made in error.

However, since simplification is necessary, I would suggest that
our response to the history of European man, as a way of
understanding both his individual and group behavior, might start
with by directing attention to a specific human genetic attribute.
The justification for this is that all culture is developed in
response to that attribute. To make what I’m referring to a bit
clearer, and since I started with a question, I’ll end with one. And
that question is this:

What is the primary attribute of the human brain?+

The justification for asking this question is that it will do much to
help us understand human culture in general and European man
in particular. Because it is my belief that if there’s one thing the
historical record makes clear, it’s that his response to that
attribute has been, in a word, singular and, for good or bad,
without equal.
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*European man here includes geographical areas of
North/South American, Australia, and New Zealand.

 + It’s interesting that if one searches this question online, they
won’t get an answer. But that’s not because there isn’t one. It’s
because either the elite don’t know, or don’t want us to know.

Thank you again for your stimulating and thought-provoking
essays.

• Replies: @Laurent Guyénot, @gay troll
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144. Anon[932] • Disclaimer says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:09 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Alden
The provision to marry one’s sister-in-law is in Deuteronomy not
leviticus. Your stupidity simply confirms what everyone knows
that Catholics are woefully illiterate in the Bible they claim as
their own!

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levirate_marriage
 In the Hebrew Bible, a form of levirate marriage, called yibbum, is mentioned

in Deuteronomy 25:5–10, under which the brother of a man who dies without
children is permitted and encouraged to marry the widow. Either of the parties
may refuse to go through with the marriage, but both must go through a
ceremony, known as halizah, involving a symbolic act of renunciation of a
yibbum marriage. Sexual relations with one’s brother’s wife are otherwise
forbidden by Leviticus 18 and Leviticus 20.[4]

Jewish custom has seen a gradual decline of yibbum in favor of halizah, to the
point where in most contemporary Jewish communities, and in Israel by
mandate of the Chief Rabbinate, yibbum is prohibited.

You are correct that the man who deceived Jacob into marrying
the wrong sister was wicked. He is not considered a progenitor
of the Jewish race. The point is Jacob did not allow his
wickedness to deprive him of his duly intended wife. I thought
Catholics believe in chivalry?

Can’t you find someone else to demonize? How about the
Borgia popes with their wives mistresses prostitutes and bastard
children right inside the Vatican. Clean your own house first and
maybe people will take you more seriously. Short of that you’re
just a stupid Christocrite.

• Replies: @Reg Cæsar, @Anne Lid
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145. CelestiaQuesta says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:10 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Charles Pewitt
Sorry Mr. Pewitt, when I saw General Charles Q Brown, the first
thing I thought of was,

Fe fe fi fi fo fo fum, I smell uh nigga in the auditorium,
 Charlie Brown, he’s a clown, that Charlie Brown,

 He’s gonna get caught
 Just you wait and see

 Why’s everybody trying to pick on me.
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146. Anon[932] • Disclaimer says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:16 am GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@Priss Factor
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AGA1Wh-
XQiDLS1aZ0890jHzrmzb0Zrt3/view?usp=drivesdk

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ACC_Q2wibk18qg20AXD0D1riq
CuriZWZ/view?usp=drivesdk
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147. CelestiaQuesta says:

June 6, 2023 at 12:19 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brosi
My favorite Mel Gibson Quote: Hollywood Is ‘Den Of Parasites’
Who ‘Feast On Blood Of Kids’.

https://steemit.com/q/@willhawkins/mel-gibson-hollywood-is-
den-of-parasites-who-feast-on-blood-of-kids

Mel Gibson once said, Hollywood is a den of parasites who feast
on the blood of kids. Mel said Hollywood studios are “drenched
in the blood of innocent children, and claims the consumption of
baby blood is so popular in Hollywood that it basically operates
as a currency of its own.
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148. Zarathustra says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:25 am GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
Rural culture is still family oriented. It is city culture which is in
crisis mode.

• Replies: @Mac_
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149. Annonydog says:

June 6, 2023 at 1:19 am GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
You let the jews and other parasites in and let them run loose
and then whine about Christianity of 500 years ago did not save
you arse. You have to evolve the religion isntead you outsourced
it to the jews and are now whining here. SSeesh.
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150. Whoisit says:
June 6, 2023 at 1:41 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Incisive One
Roman Catholics are free to call themselves anything they want.
It does not make them followers of the man from Nazareth. The
term Christian was when first used the same as spitting the word
Jew. I can imagine the same types if people throwing insults at
Noah.

 Alot of $5.00 dollar words thrown around but when taken as a
whole me not much more than the words “I love you” from the
women of the night.

 Of course the perversion of Muhammad would take it to the 1st
cousin wherein lurks two heads. There were strict rules of who
one could marry in the Hebrew culture; one of the reasons
exacting records were kept.

 When all is said and done – when the books are opened – it will
be shown in technicolor how the Roman/Greek/English
inquisition were in it together to stomp out the true church. Didn’t
happen and we still have in possession the Gospel of the
Kingdom of the man from Galilee.
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151. Druid55 says:

June 6, 2023 at 3:28 am GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Alden
Absolutely true. I think the Jewish bible is nothing but trashy
Hollywood and worse.
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152. Ferrari says:
June 6, 2023 at 4:06 am GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
Feminism should be more frequently considered as a cause of
the social disruptions the west is seeing.

I have a feeling many authors are too cowardly to seriously
discuss the idea though.
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153. Mac_ says:
June 6, 2023 at 4:23 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
Unfortunately the cons covered every inch of earth in nano and
surveilance and their drones go anywhere. Fraud con ‘lawyers
‘judges ‘courts released mass pervs and criminals over last
decade and mass ‘released more using covid bs, as other cons
fund them to live wherever including rural –and further bogus
‘law cons ‘states’ made it so they can change their name under
‘seal’ so you can’t who is who, and note if you search local ‘sex
offenders’ -the cons get your ip address to track who’s tracking
pervs, to protect their co-criminals, as ‘court’ cons sit in their
‘protected neighborhoods and condos, and otherwise hide
among us in front of us, and scrawled themselves ‘one mile
zone’ to threaten people who protest con ‘judges’ at their
houses. Short version, setup set pervs and criminals on others,
as cons sit protected by their paper ‘laws and bogus police.

Ignorance consequence.

Nowhere different than anywhere else, and if appears so its only
temporary.

 —

That said, on article is a good subject, changed orientation and
religionism isn’t discussed enough. Would debate a bit that
shared ideals is about those who share the ideals which
sometimes isn’t family, and important to connect where able,
focus less on individualism, though in any event a thought-
provoking article, and appreciate the work.
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154. Reg Cæsar says:
June 6, 2023 at 4:32 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@bike-anarkist

Living in Canada my immediate family is 1400 km away, and my wife’s is 4600
km away.

Canada is a string of cold cities along a rail line. Australia is a
string of hot cities along a rail line. In the US and UK, one can
travel 180° if by the sea, 360° if inland.

One of my Hudson Valley step-relatives said his town was hurt
by being too far from the bridge, and thus had only 180° to work
with. Those near the bridge– the Tappan Zee– got the full circle.
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155. Reg Cæsar says:

June 6, 2023 at 4:41 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Anon
If Alden is a Roman Catholic, she’s not a very good one,
encouraging and even celebrating elective abortion.
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156. 24th Alabama says:

June 6, 2023 at 4:50 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Laurent Guyénot
The most touching demonstration of in-law love was that of
Hunter Biden and his soon to be widowed sister in law. The time
and effort he spent assuaging her grief left them both breathless.

“As I lay dying…
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157. Anymike says:
June 6, 2023 at 5:33 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@che guava
Hate to break the news, but are making my argument for me.
Happens all the time though.
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158. Anne Lid says:

June 6, 2023 at 6:14 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Anon
Alden said she is WASP. She wrote that she admires Catholics,
not that she is one herself. How is she supposed to “clean own
house” with the Borgias?
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159. Brosi says:
June 6, 2023 at 6:36 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
It is not possible to have a real discussion about the atomization
of European families and peoples without also mentioning what
happened in WWI.

In August 1913 before the hidden “Black Hand” secret society
assassinated the archduke Ferdinand, most of Europe was still
ruled by patriarchal Emporors Nicholas, Wilhelm, George and
Franz Josef.

One of the primary goals of the Judeo hidden hand was the
destruction of these empires, perhaps with the exception of the
British Empire. George V, Winston Churchill and Edward Grey
were actively working on behalf of their Jewish overlords to get
the war started and the German, Austrian and Russian empires
destroyed and broken up. With the break up of these empires,
the regicide of the Tsar, and the elimination of the Hohenzollerns
and Habsburgs, England and its Jewish elites conquered the
commanding heights of European civilization.

But one of the hidden undercurrents that has been uncovered in
the ensuing century and its pointless Jew instigated wars, is that
the the destruction of the European family was also part of this
process.

We can see this in what happened to all the 3 losing empires. In
Russia the Judeo-Bolshevics waged a war against Russian
patriarchy and Russian families, murdering their elites and
sending untold millions to the gulags and to their graves, and
also turning children against their families. In Hungary Bela
Kuhn fulfilled every Jewish wet dream with the perversion and
mind control of the Hungarians and their families. In Weimar
Germany the perversion forced on the German family after the
Turnip winter, Versailles and hyperinflation crushed the German
family and their patriarchy led to the rise of the NSDAP.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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It is important to note that WWI was not at all about Christian
religions fighting among themselves for domination and control.
It was about the destruction of Empires and the loyalty of
working classes to their kings. 100 years later, with the forced
dark skinned invasion becoming so obvious, the concerted
attack against the European family also becomes undeniable.

Katyn forest, where the Polish elites were massacred by the
Judeo-Bolshevics is just icing on the Judaic cake of war against
the European family.

• Agree: 24th Alabama
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160. Brosi says:
June 6, 2023 at 8:20 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta
Jews sucking the blood of children in Hollywood in 2023. Jews
sucking the blood of children all across Europe in the middle
ages. Jews sucking the blood of children is as old as the Bible.
But don’t dare blame Jews for the atomization of the European
family.

I would also say that the arson of Notre Dame in Paris in 2019,
where Disputation of Paris took place in 1240, also serves as
nice bookends to the destruction of the European family.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disputation_of_Paris

The Disputation of Paris, also known as the Trial of the Talmud, took place in
1240 at the court of King Louis IX of France. It followed the work of Nicholas
Donin, a Jewish convert to Christianity who translated the Talmud and
pressed 35 charges against it to Pope Gregory IX by quoting a series of
allegedly blasphemous passages about Jesus, Mary, or Christianity.

Some disturbing historical images and sculptures of Jews at
their best below the More

[MORE]
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161. Laurent Guyénot says:
June 6, 2023 at 8:34 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Richard B
Thanks for your input. I basically agree. I try to write as densely
as I can, so I avoid long introductions, disclaimers, presentation
of my methodology, etc. But I am strongly aware that writing
history is always from a certain vantage point. You cannot
embrace all causations at the same time. The best you can do is
try to find the best standpoint, that offers you the widest view of
the subject. And what is interesting is to take a viewpoint that
has not been taken in dominant historiography: this is called
revisionism: taking the viewpoint of the loser, for example, is
interesting, but it doesn’t mean that the loser is always right in
the way he sees things.

 Here I am trying to analyse the effects of the papacy on
European history, but I do not pretend that there was no other
factors, of course. It is possible that, by focusing on this
particular factor, I am exaggerating its importance. But in the
scope of an article, I can only analyse one factor. I think it is
useful, because this factor is underestimated, but everyone can
evaluate how important it is relatively to other factors. There are
a lot of theories on the origin of individualism, and this particular
theory (it is not mine) was, I think, worth an article.

 What you are doing in your comment is exactly what everyone
should do: take this viewpoint, evaluate its validity, and connect
it to other viewpoints to build a larger picture.

 Best

• Thanks: Richard B
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162. mulga mumblebrain says:
June 6, 2023 at 8:37 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
The West became prosperous by stealing everything not nailed
down from the rest of humanity, and from the natural world.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

163. Cassandre says:
June 6, 2023 at 9:28 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑
@Adolf Smith
Kindle kinship, accumulate kin, and acquire kingship.

I’m not sure what the childless rainbow people’s endgame is, but
our descendants will surely read all about it in history books
along with The Decline and Fall of The Roman Empire.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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164. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

June 6, 2023 at 10:59 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak

why haven’t they invented, developed or created anything impressive or
meaningful up until the 1500’s?

Germanics are blessed with luck alone, luck in being furthest away from Asia
and Africa compared to other Europeans and thus avoiding any sort of
calamity,

There’s a strain of historical argument that says these
civilizations were successful in the time period you mentioned
because they were the only part of the Eurasian landmass
spared from the exceptionally disruptive Mongol invasions a
century or two prior.
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165. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 6, 2023 at 11:07 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑
@Anon

That’s because of its pernicious foundational teaching of original sin

Not all Christian denominations believe in Original Sin. Mormons
reject it. There are probably others.

• Replies: @Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque, @24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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166. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

June 6, 2023 at 11:11 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
Interesting factoids about the Huguenots. Was not aware that
they thought of themselves as lost tribes of Israel. Other
calvinists espouse the idea of being “God’s Elect” but do not go
this far. Some parts of French Canada did have Huguenots, for
example Acadia (I believe this is now Maine and Nova Scotia)
was initially settled by Huguenots.

https://museeprotestant.org/en/notice/the-first-canadian-colony-
acadia/
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167. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:22 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
@Alden

Leah and Rachel.

Is there any scenario of men and women congregating for
sexual purposes that you don’t find disgusting?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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168. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:25 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max

Rose had wanted her sons to attend a Catholic school

I’ve always thought the women were where the real steel was in
the Irish family. Rose had herself crowned countess of Boston
by the Pope. Now there was a real smack in the face to the
Bahstan Brahmahns.

I think the third Irish President will be female, and will outshine
the other two.
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169. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:31 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
The world ends in fire. God did not create mankind to live on
earth forever.

He created mankind to be happy and that happiness can only be
attained by following all the Commands of Christ, by being a
member of His One Holy Roman Catholic and Apostolic Church,
and receiving the Salvific and Sanctifying Sacraments so that
one can attain unto Salvation and Sanctification and live
eternally happy in the presence of God’s glory.

Fail that and it is failure forever in Hell where there is aught but
hatred for ones self and all others in flames that are unending

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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170. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

June 6, 2023 at 12:32 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ferrari

Feminism should be more frequently considered as a cause of the social
disruptions the west is seeing.

I have a feeling many authors are too cowardly to seriously discuss the idea
though.

100% true. Plus feminism is a giant boner-killer.

That would be another good article: “cowardice of the right on
feminism.” Even the formerly polygamist Mormons have gone
feminist. The West is really beyond redemption at this point.

• Replies: @Ferrari
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171. Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:
June 6, 2023 at 12:32 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
Mormons aren’t Christians

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain, @gay troll
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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172. gay troll says:

June 6, 2023 at 1:21 pm GMT • 23.3 hours ago   ↑
@Priss Factor
Look at you, praising the Greeks to high heaven and then pining
for barbarians. “Barbarian” was in fact a Greek word for
someone who was not Greek; someone who speaks in “barbar”
sounds instead. So which do you want, you intellectual
incontinent? Greeks or barbarians?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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173. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

June 6, 2023 at 1:37 pm GMT • 23.0 hours ago   ↑
@Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque
The Pope is anti-Christ and a true son of the devil.

Catholicism is a dying religion and is notorious for falsely
claiming other Christians aren’t Christians. It claims universality
but is only truly popular among Latins and a few oddball
countries like Poland and the Philippines. They have nice
stained glass artwork but the idea that some faggy Italian is
God’s infallible vicar on earth is too ridiculous for words.

• LOL: gay troll
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174. Ferrari says:
June 6, 2023 at 1:49 pm GMT • 22.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
Women’s involvement in society is such a significant change yet
very very few people on the “based” right will talk about whether
that was a net positive.

It defies explanation that the phenomenon is not studied more.

When you watch old movies and just observe the culture
difference, it’s so obvious that this change leads to massive
down stream consequences. The reality is a lot of society is
centered around finding a mate. Change the mating process,
you change society.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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175. gay troll says:

June 6, 2023 at 2:01 pm GMT • 22.6 hours ago   ↑
@Alden
Do you think Jesus, whose name means salvation of the Jewish
God, and Christ, whose title means Jewish King, was a real
person who refuted the Jewish Bible?

Why don’t Catholics even follow Christ’s teachings? Something
about storing up treasures on the Earth, amongst many others.
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176. gay troll says:
June 6, 2023 at 2:14 pm GMT • 22.4 hours ago   ↑
@Mick Jagger Gathers No Mosque
At least Joseph Smith was honest enough to call his angel
Moroni[c].

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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177. gay troll says:

June 6, 2023 at 2:24 pm GMT • 22.2 hours ago   ↑
@Richard B

What is the primary attribute of the human brain?

Easy. The sensation of time.

• Replies: @Brandon Bishop, @Brandon Bishop
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178. Liza says:
June 6, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 21.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@silviosilver
Here are 2 examples of “structured collective prayer”.

Years ago, on some more or less religious radio station, every
evening, there’d be a group saying the Hail Mary over and
over and over and over…it became like that eastern mantra
(Japanese lotus sutra) that you mouth in “meditation” with other
people. This Hail Mary performance was apparently not a tape
played from one day to the next but a group actually gathering
and doing this anew every evening.

Also, a few decades ago, some evangelicals invited me, just a
young woman, to attend their church in a tent. I didn’t want to go
but they showed up at my place and collared me. Near the
beginning of the proceedings in that tent, the words of a short
song appeared over the stage on a screen (from a projecter)
and they played it maybe a hundred or who knows, 200 times.

Next thing you know, some people were dancing in the aisles
with glazed eyes, not even knowing where they were, probably,
and obviously having a grand old time. The song was “This is
the day that the lord has made/I will rejoice and be glad in it”. 30
+ years later, how could I forget those words. I was mildly
weirded-out after hours in that tent and did not join their church.

Just say something again and again and you feel something
change in your brain. The presence of many others around you
accelerates and embeds the effect, IMO.

• Replies: @silviosilver
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179. boynkin says:
June 6, 2023 at 3:33 pm GMT • 21.1 hours ago   ↑
@Liborio Guaso
Your take is hilarious.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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180. silviosilver says:

June 6, 2023 at 3:44 pm GMT • 20.9 hours ago   ↑
@Liza
Besides feeling weirded out (can’t blame you!), did it have any
positive effect on you?

• Replies: @Anne Lid, @Liza
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181. Anne Lid says:
June 6, 2023 at 4:48 pm GMT • 19.8 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@silviosilver
When I was young I was a member of such a sect. The self
delusion is immense.

The rosary is completely different, I speak from personal
experience. But the point is not robotic repetition. I have an old
friend (close to eighty), who said many rosaries with her teacher
parents. It did nothing for her and now she won’t pray the rosary.
Her parents explained nothing about the various mysteries that
one meditates upon (or supposed to) while praying. They used
to beat her black and blue, even though she was a good kid, but
not an adroit student, try as she might. She forgave them, saying
that they were abused too, but she refuses the rosary.

In a nut shell the traditional rosary has five decades, that is, five
units starting with an Our father followed by ten Hail Marys.
There are other prayers in it, too, but that is the main body. The
five units have each a scene from the gospels and the Acts
associated with it (mysteries). That is where the thoughts should
be while praying. If one is too listless, then one can concentrate
on the words of the prayer. If even that is too much, then simple
repetition will do, too. God appreciates the intention.

In the classical rosary there are three different sets of five stories
(mysteries); one is for Monday, one for Tuesday, one for
Wednesday, then it starts again, and Sunday is a personal
choice. So there are fifteen stories, starting from the angel
appearing to Mary, the main

 milestones of Jesus’s life, and finishes with him crowning Mary
in heaven. (The dormition and the coronation are not in the
Bible, but are ancient teachings of the Church.)

I can’t say that it will definitely change everyone. But you can
see that there is a definite chance of an inner transformation.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Anne+Lid
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182. Brandon Bishop says:

June 6, 2023 at 5:01 pm GMT • 19.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@gay troll
Hello “gay troll”,

This may sound weird, but I’m a longtime reader of your material
here as well as on Substack. Your ideas profoundly resonate
with me on levels that seem hard to comprehend. From the false
history Christianity to aspects of gay identity, you articulate so
very well important ideas that need to be heard. I was sincerely
hoping you might be open to email correspondence. My email is:
brandonbishop AT gmail DOT com. I would be so very grateful
for your time. Please consider it.

 Yours,
 Brandon
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183. Poupon Marx says:
June 6, 2023 at 5:20 pm GMT • 19.3 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
“Individualism” depends on the definition, context, culture, group,
reference, etc. You have talked about something that nobody
has a concrete notion of.

If singular persons that belong to a uniform “conformist” culture
(e.g., Japanese, Buddhists, etc) place a high value on group
cohesion and conformity to standards, but resist outside
pressure and coercion are they more “individualistic”?

The 1960’s free floating, Woodstock Nation hippies, while they
though of themselves as individuals (and rebels)-guffaw-were
prone to fashion waves, affectations in behavior, and
increasingly “Outer Directed, rather than “Inner Directed”. This
binary spectrum has to be included in a discussion of this topic.

Analogously, a person that has the “good” type of group belong
and adhesion is likely to benefit by the metaphorical “tether” and
“anchor” with which to proscribe bad behavior and malignant
actions and thoughts. Strong bonds of association with the Outer
Peers leads to a more facilitated Inner sense of confident
independence and self identity and uniqueness recognition.

These qualities are know as “Individuation” in Jungian terms.

https://www.thesap.org.uk/articles-on-jungian-psychology-
2/about-analysis-and-therapy/individuation/

 [Individuation is a process of transformation whereby the
personal and collective unconscious are brought into
consciousness (e.g., by means of dreams, active imagination, or
free association) to be assimilated into the whole personality. It
is a completely natural process necessary for the integration of
the psyche.]

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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Summarily, there must be a collective that leads to the individual
and singularity. One must derive from the other. The Collective
Conscious is the box of spare parts that the Persona and Unique
Conscious is built from.

Any questions?
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184. Poupon Marx says:
June 6, 2023 at 5:26 pm GMT • 19.2 hours ago • 600 Words   ↑
Jung’s thinking about the Self and its dynamic of individuation
separates Jungian analytical psychology from other
psychoanalytical schools. He uses the concept of the Self to
describe his understanding of who we are and the concept of
individuation to describe the process by which we can fulfil our
potential to become all that we can be.

 The Self

In the Freudian/Kleinian psychoanalytic tradition, the self is
described as a by-product of ego development. By contrast, for
Jung the self is present before the ego; it is primary and it is the
ego that develops from it. The self retains its mystery. We can
never fully know or embrace it because we are dependent upon
the relatively inferior ego to perceive it. Perhaps this struggle in
apprehension has led to very different understandings of the
self’s qualities.

Jungian analytical psychology sees the self as many things
including psychic structure, developmental process,
transcendental postulate, affective experience and archetype. It
has been depicted as the totality of body and mind, the God
image, the experience of overpowering feelings, the union of
opposites and a dynamic force which pilots the individual on
his/her journey through life. This latter idea is quintessentially
Jungian, for even though other psychoanalysts have talked
about the self in a similar way, Freudian psychoanalysis still
largely sees the self as a structure within the mind, similar to an
object representation, and not as a teleological agency.

 Individuation

Individuation describes how this agency works. Jung saw it as
the process of self realisation, the discovery and experience of
meaning and purpose in life; the means by which one finds
oneself and becomes who one really is. It depends upon the

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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interplay and synthesis of opposites e.g. conscious and
unconscious, personal and collective, psyche and soma, divine
and human, life and death. Analysis can be seen as an
individuation process. It not only fosters but accelerates
individuation and creates conditions in the relationship between
patient and analyst which offer the possibility for rarefied
experiences and transformation of self which otherwise may not
happen. This is because the analytic situation allows both
participants to join in a quest for the truth; to express and
experience the self in ways which are often prohibited by the
compromises made in the service of social acceptance in non-
analytic relationships.

The concept of individuation is the cornerstone of Jung’s
psychology. Here are some of the salient features of his thinking
on this topic and some of the questions that arise.

 Collective and personal

Jung (1935) stressed that individuation requires the integration
of both collective and personal elements. The neurotic condition
is one where the collective is denied, the psychotic where the
personal is denied and archetypal inflation can overwhelm the
ego.

If someone is over concerned with his own personal affairs
and status he is in danger of becoming too identified with
his persona e.g. the school teacher who is didactic at home,
or the analyst who never stops analysing. Living such a
blinkered life, focussed on short-sighted and egocentric
goals, denies the value of the collective. This can lead to a
neurotic narcissistic alienation from a deeper sense of oneself
and one’s place in society. In psychosis there is an absorption
by the collective, where the fascination with the internal world
and its processes can lead to a loss of interest in the external
personal world of relationships and work.
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https://www.thesap.org.uk/articles-on-jungian-psychology-
2/about-analysis-and-therapy/individuation/
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185. Liza says:
June 6, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 18.8 hours ago   ↑
@silviosilver
Oh, no – I did not sing along. Just sat there and waited for the
event to be over. Maybe some folks who, like me, only heard the
singing, instead of participating, were somehow mentally
affected, it’s not for me to say.
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186. 24th Alabama says:

June 6, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 18.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brosi
Most wars are about nothing. They begin in the deranged minds
of the rich and powerful and end in the hospital or cemetery for
many of the conscripts.

The dark humor during Vietnam was that once drafted you could
not even choose between face-up or face-down in the rice
paddy, and after a few years only your family would remember
or care that you had existed.

The real purpose of the patriot holidays is to remind ourselves
that,frankly,nobody gives a shit.
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187. imnobody00 says:
June 6, 2023 at 6:23 pm GMT • 18.2 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
You cannot adopt a system half-heartedly. Catholicism is a
system. If you adopt it, you have relative individualism but you
have also a Catholic government, which protects Catholic
identity from other identities. Catholic has always been
combined with nationalism: from the Middle Ages kingdoms to
National-Catholicism of Francoist Spain.

Islam was sacked from Spain in the name of Catholicism. And
Christianity has produced the greatest successes for the white
race. This is why it had to be dismantled.

But we now have is the individuality of Christianity without the
whole Christianity. We pick and choose the aspects of
Christianity that are more attractive for a progressive mentality
while rejecting other aspects of Christianity. So, for example, the
Parable of the Good Samaritan is constantly promoted. But 1
Timothy 5:8 is forgotten. Thomas Aquinas saying the charity
goes in concentric circles (from the family to the nation) is
forgotten and so on.

We should adopt Christianity completely or reject it completely.
The mix of Christianity with anti-Christianity we have is
explosive.
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188. Mefobills says:
June 6, 2023 at 6:28 pm GMT • 18.2 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Joe Levantine

I do wonder if fascism could have been a cure to the social excesses of the
church policies that whittled away at the erstwhile tribalism of Western
societies which was their best chance to keep the nefarious influence of some
Jews at bay.

YES. Fascism works. That is why it was attacked by
“international finance capital.” The victors write the historical
narratives… they tell lies.

Here is Parenti on Yugoslavia. Note that the “corporatocracy”
controlling the western polity, could not stand the example of a
“nationalist” Yugoslavia. A country that successfully held its
various tribes together under one nationalist umbrella.

Serbs, Croats, Ethnic Muslims, Albanians – all found a way to
group together, thus superseding religion and tribe.

Although to be fair, it is always better to have a homogenous
country, where a people have a sense of belonging to time and
space.

Most historians do not look at the “money” or the desires of
“merchants” to gain- say, to take usury, to want what the “other”
has.

The Catholic deserves some credit for holding back the Jew and
Jewish usury mechanisms, along with propaganda Jewish
dialectics, including Protestantism (funded by Manasseh Ben
Israel while in Amsterdam). The first printing presses in
Amsterdam were put to heavy use printing Bibles, in English.
So, the Jew had nefarious purposes to spread his merchant
usury methods behind religious cover. It was important to be
seen as the “people of the book.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Mefobills
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189. werpor says:
June 6, 2023 at 6:55 pm GMT • 17.7 hours ago • 1,000
Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
Civilizations fall, inevitably. They arise spontaneously. Social
cohesion of some kind is necessary. But when the originating
and spontaneous urge is gradually stifled by an increasingly
stratified social order, spontaneity diminishes. An elite class
emerges. Naturally preserving their status and wealth depends
on endogenously wielded power. …And force!

Do civilizations emerge spontaneously? In the originating period
everyone pulls together, because they must. Of course
squabbling and succumbing to all manner of human
weaknesses is prevalent, but in the main survival means
sublimating impulses which are not conducive to each persons
well being. In the beginning success is self evident. Behaving
cooperatively relies on a division of labour which is more or less
a manifestation of diligent application by individual initiative.
Success is a consequence of ‘both and’ rather than ‘this or that.’
Cooperation requires three independent energies restlessly
manifesting within every being, succumbing to, ideally, a certain
inner mastery; but if not inner mastery, then to an an exogenous
aim demanding cooperation of these independent energies.

As an example, the first cathedrals could not have been
conceived, let alone built, without a certain mastery over
otherwise wayward energies. The outer aim required the
participants disciplined attention — the mind, the emotions and
the body each have their own needs and qualities and energies.
Without the attention of a certain inner mastery the mind,
emotions and the body fail

 to work cooperatively within or cooperatively without.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=werpor
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Building these cathedrals, especially the first one, required a
preconception. A superior mind was obviously at work
conceiving such an endeavour. The built structures were
conceived so as to make manifest a tangible representation of
both the qualities of the receptive mind and the source of the
inspiration.

Clearly this was not imagination at work. Here I mean
imagination in the modern calculation, that something external
will succour the ravenous ego. What was it that caused
thousands of men over three or more generations to devote their
lives to cooperatively constructing something never seen before.

Quite obviously the power possessing beings of the time had no
interest in cathedral building. They obviously did not understand
such an undertaking. Here I emphasize understanding as
opposed to knowledge. They couldn’t help knowing about such a
building gradually emerging in their midst but they failed to
understand its implied meaning.

Intellectualizing today dominates almost completely. But most of
the intellectualizing is more and more the pouring of the empty
into the void. The power possessing today possess nothing of
the unity of the mind, emotions, body triad. Neither do the vast
majority of people. All three are indisciplined and indulgent
energies without any intentional unity of purpose. Were it
otherwise the present conditions would not exist — indeed could
not exist!

After the power possessing beings realized the power of
cathedrals to direct attention away from their proclivities some of
them had cathedrals built under their own impulses. Of course
they succumbed to the typical and in this case obvious impulse
to imitate without understanding. Almost all of the imitations fell
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down. They were entirely ignorant of a cosmogony made
manifest in the material world let alone the cosmogony which the
conceiver of such a construction evidently possessed.

One must sincerely doubt the manifested materiality of modern
life with its attendant lures to succeed. Releasing one’s mind
from its captivity requires a necessary strength of mind. Is the
modern mind strong or weak? Brainwashing begins at birth.
One’s parents are brainwashed. One’s grandparents were
brainwashed. Ones antecedents were brainwashed. The power
of the need to conform is unimaginably resilient over time. To
question one iota of one’s received brainwashing is an
undertaking akin to untying the Gordian knot. Forget untying it —
cut it through and through! Of course this is a lonely endeavour.
Do not seek succour from others.

No doubt whatsoever modern life holds captive the developing
mind, suppressing real emotion, and enlisting the body in all
manner of diversionary activity. Mind, body and emotions are
under constant bombardment. Man has been unmade. Children
are constantly abused — not only their bodies, which is beastly
enough, but their minds are captured, and their real emotions
are substituted with, worthless to them, dreck. Children want to
please. They are helpless. They are easily ruined…

The original Cathedrals were built to demonstrate the necessity
of cooperative existence. They took more than a single
generation to finish. They were intentionally conceived.

They were not built as entertainment. They were intentionally
representative of what it was necessary for a man to build within.
Each of us has the potential to build a cathedral within. It cannot
be built in imitation. Each of us has to build our own Cathedral
— within. The analogy is certain. The spire points to something
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higher. Yet, do we look higher? No. We are constantly taken by
ordinary life and its demands. Many of these demands are
optional. We seldom think that.

We are brainwashed from birth until death. We are constantly
conforming to our need for approval and our fear of disapproval.
Thus we are agreeable. We simply refuse to say no to our
impulses. We do though build walls and battlements. They
imprison us just as much as the protect us. Maybe more so!

We have no inner Cathedral. The power of suggestion is a
power without match. We are highly suggestible to a fault. What
are we to do?

To begin with try not ‘doing’ — begin with that. Then you will see
the certain impossibility of all the suggestions to ‘do’ something.
As we are, we cannot ‘do.’ We are already machines. We
behave mechanically. Exactly like those power possessing
beings behaved when the imitated something authentic. The
imitation cathedrals fell down. A real cathedral is frail in
appearance only. But an inner Cathedral has strengths which
afford the resilience necessary to defend against ordinary life.
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190. FKA Max says: • Website
June 6, 2023 at 7:37 pm GMT • 17.0 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain

Interesting factoids about the Huguenots. Was not aware that they thought of
themselves as lost tribes of Israel. Other calvinists espouse the idea of being
“God’s Elect” but do not go this far.

Yes,
 Huguenots were probably among the WEIRDest (Western,

Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_WEIRDest_People_in_the_Wo
rld people in Europe and in the entire World back in those days,
and they likely “infected” or “injected” their WEIRDness into the
English gene pool and are therefore likely the source/cause —
since “According to one estimate, one in every six Britons
has some Huguenot ancestry.”
https://archive.is/i0mud#selection-1997.0-1997.79 — of so-
called “British Israelism”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Israelism#History “According
to Brackney (2012) and Fine (2015), the French Huguenot
magistrate M. le Loyer’s The Ten Lost Tribes, published in
1590, provided one of the earliest expressions of the belief that
the Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, Scandinavian, Germanic, and
associated peoples are the direct descendants of the Old
Testament Israelites.”

 Thomas Troward https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Troward ,
for example, had Huguenot ancestry
https://archive.is/cfYsL#selection-207.0-207.102 and was a
proponent of “British Israelism” as well. Click [MORE] button for
details, here: https://www.unz.com/article/unexamined-
unquestioned-unchallenged-jewish-power-in-brave-new-britain/?
showcomments#comment-3624620
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191. Druid55 says:
June 6, 2023 at 8:31 pm GMT • 16.1 hours ago   ↑
@Brosi
In addition, you left out the destruction of the ottoman empire so
they could get palestine

• Agree: Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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192. Brosi says:

June 6, 2023 at 8:48 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
All wars are bankers wars, and Jews have been the lords of the
fiat/fractional banking system for centuries. Of course the
Rothschild dynasty has long been the kings of the Jews.

Gutle Schnapper Rothschilds said “If my sons did not want wars,
there would be none”. Similarly she could have said “If my sons
did not want European ethnic kinship destroyed, then they still
would have strong families”.

The perfectly coordinated and sychronized dark skinned
invasions of every country in what used to be called “the west” is
also something that never could have happened if Gutle’s heirs
had not wanted it to happen.
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193. Johnny F. Ive says:
June 6, 2023 at 8:48 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo
Yes, ‘“white nationalists” should convert to Judaism.’ They
should either convert to Judaism, or do DMT (go back to tutelary
deities, spirit familiars, and ancestor worship) and engage in
polygyny. They won’t though. They are vicariously living through
the last few hundred years of Northwestern European creativity.
It is obvious why they are being replaced.
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194. Dave Bowman says:

June 6, 2023 at 10:01 pm GMT • 14.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous

Why aren’t we praying directly to the God of Christ, without pagan heresies
such as “son of god”?

“Pagan”… ?

When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, He questioned His
disciples: “Who do people say the Son of Man is ?” They replied, “Some say
John the Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, Jeremiah or one of the
prophets.” “But what about you?” Jesus asked. “Who do you say I am ?”
Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ [Heb. MESS’-iach, Messiah, or,
Messenger], the Son of the living God.”

– – Matt. 16:13-16 Berean Study Bible
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195. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 6, 2023 at 10:01 pm GMT • 14.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama

Is that the view from the Planet Kolob or did it come from Uranus ?

lol, no seriously Mormons reject the doctrine of Original Sin:

“We believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not
for Adam’s transgression.”

– Articles of Faith 1:2, the Pearl of Great Price

• Replies: @Liza
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196. Anon[291] • Disclaimer says:

June 6, 2023 at 10:11 pm GMT • 14.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

Most reasonable people see Jacob’s willingness to work 14 years for the
privilege of marrying the woman he really loved as a sign of genuine love and
devotion. Only a twisted old fggt could somehow see this in a sinister light.

Ah yes, Jacob, the most worthless con artist to ever grace the
OT, and there were many from which to choose – so high praise
to his compassionate ethos.

Poor Leah must have been a real bow-wow, and Jacob made
sure she knew it.

Jacob’s children were nothing to write home about for that
matter.

The whole big book of fairytales is nothing short of gross – no
wonder the West was fucked before it even started.
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197. FKA Max says: • Website
June 6, 2023 at 10:55 pm GMT • 13.7 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@nokangaroos

but from personal experience in the alpine reservations that survived the
Counterreformation because road access was precarious until the 1850s –
hah, I love it!

Correct, one of those Protestant “alpine reservations” — where
Arnold Schwarzenegger “My thoughts and prayers are with you
all in Ramsau, where I was often allowed to be a guest.”
https://archive.is/NmOVj and his mother frequently “summered”
— is Ramsau am Dachstein:

The name Ramsau was first recorded as Ramsowe in a document dated to
around 1120 AD. Important landowners during the feudal period and beyond
were the abbeys of Admont and St. Peter’s. After the events of the
Reformation and the Counter-reformation of the 16th century, the
relatively secluded Ramsau emerged as one of the few thoroughly
Protestant communities in Austria; something which it remains to this
day. As early as the 15th century, the area established a tradition in the
manufacture of loden, a thick cloth used in the traditional dress of the wider
region https://ms-my.facebook.com/Lodenwalker1434/videos/besuch-arnold-
schwarzenegger/10158651810120657/ With the advent of commercial
tourism in the late 19th century the area gained another steady source of
income.

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramsau_am_Dachstein#History

One branch of our family bought property in Ramsau in the
1960s (which one of my aunts inherited and still owns today),
and we were only permitted to buy that property because we are
Protestants, and this Protestant real estate “redlining” policy is
still in place today since the community wishes to remain
culturally Protestant, but they might make an exception for the
Catholic Schwarzeneggers, Kennedys and Shrivers

Another branch of our family is from the Isère “alpine
reservations” region
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Is%C3%A8re_(river) and took the
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Huguenot and Waldensian Trail
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cultural-routes/the-huguenot-and-
waldensian-trail or https://archive.is/zyF6h first to northern
Bohemia “the regions of Děčín and Šluknov – the Protestant
inhabitants” https://archive.is/NDqYI and then later moved to
Prussia “When Huguenots settled in Uckermark, the church was
restored and used by them between 1699 and 1788.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_St._Peter_and_St._Paul,
_Angerm%C3%BCnde

Many persons with Huguenot ancestry were probably also
among the founding members of the Bohemian Grove
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohemian_Grove

Waldensian & Huguenot Cultural walking Route, Baden,
Wuerttemberg, Germany [walking in Germany]

• Replies: @Laurent Guyénot
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198. Skeptikal says:
June 7, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 11.6 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Very interesting essay.

I always thought it was worth noting what Jesus said to those
who were to become his disciples:

Some version of “Leave your family and follow me.”

That must have been a very welcome invitation, and opportunity,
for, say, younger sons.

Obviously, the sequence of birth dramatically affects every
aspect of a child’s and later adolescent’s and young person’s
psychology and their options in life. The eldest may be a bully
and will probably have the best marriage prospects and choices.
The youngest girl may be Daddy’s favorite, etc.

This is not to challenge M. Guyenot’s sources, theories, and
narrative, which are genuinely interesting.

 But, we know that families are also prisons.

I just have always thought that Jesus did offer many people a
way out of their social prisons (think, too, of Mary and Martha—
what was the backstory there??) , including, very likely, the
young men he picked up by the side of the road whom he not
only invited but basically urged to get away from their families.
Be all that you can be—not what your families say you must be.
Hit the road with me!

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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199. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 7, 2023 at 1:18 am GMT • 11.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Skeptikal

That must have been a very welcome invitation, and opportunity, for, say,
younger sons.

In certain Catholic families (for example the traditional Irish
Catholic family) it was most common for the youngest to become
a priest.

I believe in medieval Europe the nobility often sent younger sons
into the clergy as well.
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200. Skeptikal says:
June 7, 2023 at 1:59 am GMT • 10.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Brosi @ 201

Speaking of Rothschilds and dynasties,
 every Rothschild son was required to marry a cousin or member

of extended R. family.
 The daughters could “marry out.”

 Possibly the “outmarriage” by the daughters was enough to
introduce enough fresh DNA to prevent the worst consequences
of all of the endogamy.

According to some records of the Lewis & Clark expedition, it
included a strapping young black fellow, and quite a few Indian
lodges along the way were glad to have a visit from him. The
small groupings of American Indian tribes recognized the need
for new blood.

This is recounted in the book Sacajawea, which draws on the
journals and records extant from that expedition to create a
somewhat novelized account of the journey. Very good read,
BTW.
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201. Anon[340] • Disclaimer says:
June 7, 2023 at 2:55 am GMT • 9.7 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
Actually it is true that the Mormons do not believe in
conventional Catholic original sin. I spent a number of years with
the Mormon community here in Colorado. Their theology is quite
convoluted but my recollection regarding the story in Genesis 3
is that Adam and Eve faced a simple choice with no right or
wrong. They could choose to be solitary immortal beings or they
could choose to procreate offspring and suffer mortality in the
process. The benefit being that their myriad offspring would
upon dying become immortal heavenly beings. It might sound
like science fiction or nonsense but in truth they do not accept
the Catholic guilt-ridden myth that Adam and Eve sinned and
created a world of suffering death and decay. In the Mormon
view Adam and Eve joyfully accepted mortality in exchange for
having innumerable descendants destined for spiritual glory.

Another thing to remember is Mormons believe that our universe
is only one of an infinite number of universes with intelligent life.
Every Mormon who dies and attains the highest spiritual reward
inherits a planet and becomes a God creator of life via eternal
celestial sex with his wifes. And so on ad infinitum.

• Thanks: Laurent Guyénot
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202. Liza says:
June 7, 2023 at 4:25 am GMT • 8.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
A religious person (non-Catholic variety) explained it to me this
way: that we are not sinners because we sin, but we sin
because we are sinners, meaning that we all fall short of the
glory of God and therefore cannot possibly get everything right
all the time. It is inevitable that we will behave imperfectly (“sin”).
I prefer this version.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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203. Brosi says:
June 7, 2023 at 6:29 am GMT • 6.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Skeptikal
If the Rothschild males were required to marry cousins, then
logically the all the Rothschild females would have to marry their
cousins or the equation wouldn’t balance.

We also have to consider all the illegitimate Rothschild spawn.
There are rumors about Stalin and IIRC Trotsky being having the
Sabbatean blood as well. Some even claim Hitler was a
Rothschild.

If we look at Rothschild family trees they always start with
Nathan. But if his sons all married Rothschilds the implication
would be that there was already an extended Rothschild tree by
the late 1700’s.

Jacob Schiff, son of a famous Rabbi, was born while the family
was living in the Bauer house in the ghetto of Frankfurt. I cannot
even start to imagine what kind of incestuous Sabbatean
relations were going on there, right about the same time that the
Rothschild agent and C-Jew Adam Weishaupt started the
Illuminati on his behalf. Later an Illuminati/Rothschild courier
carrying the plans for the revolution was struck by lightening in
1785 on the eve of the French revolution.

It is also important to note that globo-homo an wokeism was
already on the march in pre-revolutionary France with sodomy,
cross dressing and Marquis de Sade raging through the
aristocracy.
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204. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 7, 2023 at 6:29 am GMT • 6.1 hours ago   ↑
@Anon
One of the most controversial Mormon doctrines was the Adam-
God theory, which Brigham Young clearly taught but which was
disavowed by “modern Mormonism.” This doctrine stated that
Adam is God the father. Can be found somewhere in the journal
of discourses if you dig for it.
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205. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

June 7, 2023 at 6:35 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Liza
Well, I think this view is common to all Christian denominations
however the lack of Original Sin was a major departure from the
past. For example, the LDS church teaches children are without
sin until the age of 8. In another flavor of Christianity with which I
am familiar, Calvinism, (as I was raised with these beliefs) we
are saved by God’s grace alone so in some sense it does not
really matter how much you sin. You are either God’s elect or
you aren’t. That’s why Calvinism is the form of Protestantism
closest to the Jewish idea of being God’s chosen race.
Mormonism and Catholicism both emphasize salvation by
works, meaning you have to do good things to get to heaven. In
Calvinism everyone is born bad and God sort of arbitrarily
decides some are saved, but you don’t really know who until
after you are dead. Combined with the doctrine of predestination
(a doctrine that says God has pre-planned everything, i.e. no
free will) I would argue Calvinism is a very warlike construction
of Christianity.
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206. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 7, 2023 at 7:14 am GMT • 5.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ferrari

Women’s involvement in society is such a significant change yet very very few
people on the “based” right will talk about whether that was a net positive.

After the necessary political changes I do not think women will
have any rights at all. Nick Fuentes has been suppressed even
by the right but he’s exceedingly popular whenever he gets a
spot.

I thought I heard some kind of quote (speaking of the French
Revolution) like “before the revolution, the women had all the
power, but after it they had none at all.” Predictably impossible to
google.
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207. Laurent Guyénot says:
June 7, 2023 at 8:19 am GMT • 4.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
Very interesting. I definitely have to study Huguenot history. How
can I pretend to understand anything about Europe, let alone
France, without getting a clear understanding of this part of the
story?

 I’ll start with Geoffrey Teasure’s The Huguenot
 (I love publishing on unz.com, because comments always open

up new trails to explore.)
 I might have Huguenot ancestors: Guyénot probably comes from

people deported by Louis XIV from Guyenne (around Bordeaux,
a Huguenot stronghold, I believe).

 In any case, I do believe that Louis XIV’s revocation of the Edict
of Nantes not only sealed the fate of France, but had a
tremendous impact on Europe, due to the emigration of the best
minds of France.

 Christianity is such a tragedy!
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208. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
June 7, 2023 at 9:13 am GMT • 3.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brosi

It is also important to note that globo-homo an wokeism was already on the
march in pre-revolutionary France with sodomy, cross dressing and Marquis
de Sade raging through the aristocracy.

This is an example of what I was talking about in comment #218
– women in charge is usually a good indicator of a change in
dynasty. Similar social conditions today. These social conditions
have also occurred in societies without any Jews at all when
their dynasties are about to turn over.
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